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　　The linear quadratic optimal control (abbreviated as“LQ control”
in the following) scheme has been recognized to be one of the most
successful means to design ａ balanced control law for a complex system,
and recently it has come to appear in many applications. In the standard
way of applying the LQ control systems, we set up ａ performance index of
quadratic form, find the control input which minimizes the performance
index, and implement it in the state feedback or observer feedback form.
The feedback gain of the LQ control is given in terms of the positive
definite solution of ａ Riccati equation. Several methods of obtaining the
solution of the Riccati equation numerically have been studied by many
researchers, and at present fairly reliable and stable method is available.
However, it should be noted that the standard LQ control can only be
applied to finite dimensional linear systems. Moreover, even in the design
of the standard LQ control system, itis not always straightforward to set
up an appropriate performance index such that the resultant closed-loop
system has desired properties｡
　　The objective of this thesis is t｀゛ofold.One is to extend the range of
application of the LQ control to the control of time-delay systems. The
other is to develop a design method of using the LQ control in combination
with the pole assignment method. Ｅａ£hissue is discussed in more detail
in the following｡
　　Let us discuss the control of time-delay systems using the LQ
technique.　Time-delays appear in many engineering systems, such as
chemical plants, water treatment plants, paper producing processes, ｅtｃ･，
and they often cause much difficultyfor control systems design｡
　　Ａ wide range of time-delay systems would be described by the
difference-difFerentialequation of the following form:
．?







This class of systems are called neutral type time-delay systems (Hale,
1977), and the control of such systems is extremely difficult due to
the complicated structure of the time-delay loops. Time-delay systems




The structure of retarded type time-delay systems is not as much
complicated as the neutral type time-delay systems, but it is in general
stilldifficultto control such systems･
　　When the model of ａ plant containing material flow is considered, it
often happens that the time-delays appear in the unilateral structure as
shown in Fig. 1.1.　For instance, one can imagine such ａ plant in which
certain material is processed in one station and sent to the next station,
consecutively.　In this case ｅａ£hstation is described by the delay-free
subsystem Si, and the transportation time of the material between the




Fig. 1.1 Unilateral time-delay system
Xp
　　The class of systems having the structure of Fig. 1.1 will be called
unilateral time-delay systems in the following.　Unilateral time-delay
systems belong to a subclass of the retarded type time-delay systems･
The special allocation of the time-delays, namely the unilateral structure,
implies the absence of internal time-delay loops. Thus the difficultiesin
control system design may be reduced in the design of the controller for
unilateral time-delay systems, compared to that for general retarded type
time-delay systems. This thesisis concerned with the control of unilateral
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time-delay systems, in which the unilateral structure of the time-delays is
taken into account for the purpose of reducing the difficultiesin designing
the controllers. Comparatively simple results are obtained on the design
of the controller, and an effective way of reducing the difficultiesin
implementing the controller is presented･
　　The solution of the optimal control problem for general retarded type
time-delay systems is already given (Fujikawa and Shimemura, 1975).
But ａ partial differential equation must be solved in order to obtain
the optimal feedback gain, and an infinite-dimensional state of the time-
delay should be measured for implementing the controller. For unilateral
time-delay systems, it will be shown that the difficultiesin obtaining
and implementing the optimal solution can be reduced by taking the
advantage of the unilateral structure of the time-delays･
　　The continuous-time optimal control problem is solved in two parts,
namely the steady state and the initial part. The steady state solution is
obtained in ａ comparatively simple form, and ａ method of implementing
the controller based on the steady state solution will be presented･
　　When a digital computer is used as the controller, it is mandatory
that the sampled-data control scheme is implemented･　The sampled-
data control is known to be an efFective means for time-delay systems,
and it is applied to the unilateral time- delay systems in this thesis. As
ａ preparation for designing the sampled-data controller, the controlled
object, namely the unilateral time-delay system in this thesis,is expressed
in discrete-time representation. When ａ retarded type time-delay system
is discretized, it is generally expressed by a difference equation with an
infinite number of terms. Thus an approximating assumption on the state
variables is often introduced, which results in a difference equation of ａ
finite number of terms. For unilateral time-delay systems, however, no
ａ･pproximating assumption is required, and stillthe discretized equation
consists of a finite number of terms. The formula to derive the difference
equation for the unilateral time-delay systems is presented in this thesis.
　　In the discrete-time description, time-delays are expressed by shift
registers, each register corresponding to ａ state variable.　Thus there is
no essential difference in the form of state equation between ａ time-delay
system and ａ delay-free system.　But it often happens that the delay
time is large, which leads to large dimension of the state equation. This
causes difficultiesin the design of the controller, and it is important, from
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prａ£ticalpoint of view, to reduce computational difficulties.
　　Ａ ｗelトknown nonlinear matrix equation of Riccati type is involved
in the computation of the optimal feedba£k gain.　Usually a numerical
calculation method is employed to obtain the numerical solution of the
Riccati equation. This has been enabled by the rapid development of the
digital computers, but it is stillnot easy to solve the Riccati equations
of large dimensions. Thus, the computational difficultiescan be reduced
by reducing the dimension of the Rice ati equation to be solved.　The
reduction is possible by virtue ｏｆthe unilateral structure, and the formula
to obtain the optimal solution with less difficultiesis presented in this
thesis.
　　Let us consider the other objective which is to combine the LQ control
technique with the pole assignment technique.　In this thesis, we will
concentrate on the discrete-time systems.　In many applications, mere
stability of the controlled object is not enough, and it is required that the
poles of the closed-loop system should liein a certain restricted region of
stability. Although standard pole placement techniques (Kailath, 1980)
can be applied to this problem, the ｅｘａ£tspecification of many poles at
once is very difficult.In this respect, the LQ technique has an advantage
in that ａ stable pole allocation of the closed-loop system is automatically
guaranteed.　However, the relationship between the weighting matrices
of the performance index and the allocation of the resulting closed-loop
poles is not simple. Thus, ａ difficulty arises if the design requirement is
to place some of the closed-loop poles at specified locations in the LQ
control design.
　　Several design methods have been reported which utilize the LQ
technique to achieve the desired pole allocation. Continuous-time results
are found in Solheim (1972) and Kawasaki and Shimemura (1983).
Solheim (1972) employs the modal decomposition and successive shifting
of a single real pole or a pair of complex conjugate poles. Kawasaki and
Shimemura (1983) have derived ａ method of allocating all the closed-
１００Ｐpoles in ａ preferable region rather than exact location.　However,
the continuous-time results cannot be directly extended to discrete-time
case. Solheim (1974) has developed ａ discrete version of Solheim (1972),
but the optimality of the closed-loop system is lost due to the difference
in the form of continuous and discrete Riccati equations associated with
the LQ control problem. More recently, Amin (1984) derived an improved
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result in which the optimality of the closed-loop system is assured･
　　In this thesis,ａ method of designing discrete-time LQ control systems
with its closed-loop poles in ａ prescribed region is developed. Since the
region cannot be specified arbitrary even ifit is symmetric about the real
axis, two particular regions are considered. One is a disc with its center
at the origin of the complex plane, and the other is a disc which conta£ts
the point 1十jO of the compleχ plane. In each case the radius of the disc
can be specified as ａ design parameter, and the weighting matrices of the
performance index is obtained by the proposed design procedure.
　　This method guarantees that all the closed-loop poles lie inside the
specified disc, but the exact location of each pole within the disc cannot
be explicitly specified･From this point of view, the design method of
employing modal decomposition and shifting one mode at ａ time has
an advantage that the ｅｘａ£tlocation of the closed-loop poles can be
specified. However, it should be noted that an arbitrary location cannot
be specified ゛ ゛ｎoptimal closed-loop pole, and the region of assignable
optimal closed-loop has not been clarified.In fact, the results of Solheim
(1972), Solheim (1974) and Amin (1982) utilize only ａ restricted part
of the assignable region in the design.　For continuous-time systems,
Johnson (1988) cl・rifledthe maximal assignable region for single input
systems, and Sugimoto et al. (1989) derived ａ related result for multi
input systems, using the solution of the inverse regulator problem.　For
discrete-time systems, an independent development is required･
　　In this thesis the maximal region of assignable optimal poles is
clarified,which leads to more efficientmethod of designing discrete-time
LQ regulators with specified pole allocation. To this end, the relationship
between the weighting matrices and the optimal closed-loop poles is
investigated by evaluating the characteristic equation of the symplectic
matrix associated with the discrete-time LQ control problem･
　　This thesis is organized as described in the following･
　　In　Chapter　2, conventional　results　on the　LQ　control is　briefly
reviewed. Basic results on the continuous-time LQ control of delay-free
systems are introduced first,followed by the results on the LQ control
of general retarded type time-delay systems. Then, basic results on the
discrete-time LQ control are introduced. The results of this chapter are
used in deriving the results on the LQ control of unilateral time-delay
systems in the later chapters｡
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　　In Chapter 3，the unilateral time-delay system is described in several
forms, and the characteristics of the unilateral structure is clarified.The
representation by ａ set of difFerence-difFerential equations is given first,
which will be used in deriving the steady-state optimal solution.　It is
followed by another form of representation, in which ａ partial differential
equation is used for expressing the behavior of the time-delay element･
This representation wiU be used for solving the initial part of the LQ
control problem. Then, the unilateral time-delay system is described
in the discrete-time form by a difference equation, which is obtained by
discretizing the continuous-time equation. The difference equation will be
used in the design of sampled data control systems. It will be shown that
the transition of the sampled values of vectors can be described by a finite
dimensional difference equation without any approximating assumption
on the behavior of the state between sampling instants･
　　In Chapter 4，continuous-time LQ control problem will be studied
based on the representations given in Chapter 3. The optimal solution
is given in two parts, namely, steady state and initial part.　It will be
shown that the optimal solution for the steady state can be obtained from
the solution for an imaginary delay-free system related to the original
time-delay system. As for the initial part, it will be shown that the LQ
control problem can be solved in smaller intervals, and that only one
time-delay need be considered at ａ time in deriving the optimal solution
for ｅａ£hinterval. Then, implementation of the controller based on the
steady state solution is considered. The structure of the controller using
a finite-intervalintegrator and time-delay elements is presented. Then, ａ
modification of the controller is proposed, which improves the response to
unknown disturbances. The structure of the controller using an observer
for the im昭inary system is also presented･
　　In Chapter 5，discrete-time LQ control problem is studied based on
the difference equation given in Chapter 3. The purpose of this chapter is
to present ａ method of reducing computational difficultiesin the design
of the optimal controllers for unilateral time-delay systems. First, an
imaginary delay-free system is introduced, as in the continuous-time case｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Then ａ formula is derived, by which the optimal solution of the imaginary
system is converted to the solution for the original time-delay system.
This method reduces the computational difficulties･
　　In Chapter 6，the design of discrete-time LQ control systems with its
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closed-loop poles in ａ prescribed region of stability is considered. First,
by utilizing the property of Riccati equation with Q being zero matrix,
we develop ａ method for allocating poles in a disc with its center at the
origin of the complex plane and with radius less than one.　Secondly,
we deal with the pole Ｐｌａ£ementin a disc which is in the unit disc and
also contcicts the point 1十jo of the compleχ plane. To this end, a
bilinear transformation and the results of continuous-time LQ control
are employed. In each case, the radius of the disc can be specified as ａ
design parameter, and the weighting matrices of the performance index
are obtained to fulfillthe desired pole allocations｡
　　In Chapter 7， the design of discrete-time LQ control system by
shifting a single real pole or　a pair of complex conjugate poles is
considered, and the region of assignable optimal closed-loop poles is
clarified.The modal decomposition is employed to the controlled object,
and the weighting matrices are chosen so that only the specified mode
is altered.　The assignable region of closed-loop poles is determined by
evaluating the characteristic equation of the symplectic matriχ associated
with the discrete-time LQ control problem｡
　　Chapter 8 is the conclusion of this thesis.
７
Chapter 2
Outline ｏｆoptimal control theory
　　In this chapter, important results about the optimal control are
briefly reviewed as preliminary studies. First, the continuous-time
optimal control problem of delay-free systems is stated, and the solution
is given. In order to calculate the optimal control law, ａ matrix nonlinear
equation of Riccati type (abbreviated as Riccati equation in the following)
must be solved. To meet this requirement, numerical methods to solve
the Riccati equation are reviewed as well. Second, available results on the
optimal control of retarded type time-delay systems are reviewed. Third。
the optimal control problem and its solution for the discrete-time systems
are reviewed. in ａ similar manner to the continuous-time case.
2.１　Basic results on optimal control of delay-free
　　　continuous-time systems
Consider the linear continuous-time system
　x{t)= Ax{り十召岬)
　　　y{t) = Cx{t)





given.　Here, x(t) denotes the state vector of dimension ｎ，u{t) is the
input vector of dimension ｍ，and !At) is the output vector of dimension r.
Accordingly, the size of coefficient matrices y1，B, and Ｃ are nxn, nxm,
and rxn, respectively.　The pair (A, B) is assumed to be controllable.





where 7・is the final time, Q is ａ symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix
of size nxn, R is ａ symmetric, positive definite matrix of size mxm, and
巧is ａ symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix of size nxn. The matrices
Q, R, and Pt are the weighting coefficients for the state ｚ(り, the input
u{t), and the final value of the state x{T), respectively. The symbol ″
indicates the transposition of the vector, and hereafter it will be used for
matrices as well. The pair (QI/2，y1)is assumed to be observable, where
Qi/2 is defined as the rank Qxn matrix which satisfies (QI/2)７９１/2＝Ｑ･
The optimal regulator problem is to find the input
　　　ｕ＊(り，０≦忿≦Ｔ
which minimizes the performance index J subject to (2.1). The super-
script * will be used to denote the optimum function and value hereafter,
ｅ･g･，the minimum value of the performance index Ｊ will be denoted as
J＊.
　　The solution of the optimal regulator problem is given as follows
(Anderson and Moore, 1971).　The optimal input can be given in the
form of the linear state feedback control law as
　　　n*(f) = -Fit)x{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.5)
The state feedback matrix Ｆ(りwhich gives the optimal input is called
the optimal feedba£k gain and is given by
　　　F{t) = R-^B'P{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.6)
where P{t) is the symmetric, positive semidefinite solution of the matriχ
Riccati differential equation
　　　一戸it) = Pit)A十ぶj）(り－Ｆ(ﾊＢＲ-１Ｂ'Ｐ(り＋9　　　　　　(2.7)
with the terminal condition
　　　バフ)＝巧　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.8)
The minimum (i.e･，optim・1) value ｏｆthe performance index J is given
by
　　　r = a:'(0)に)(O)ｚ(O)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.9)




the optimal feedba£ｋgain becomes a constant matrix
　　　Ｆ＝Ｒニ･iD/p　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.11)
to result in ａ time-invariant state feedback law
　　　u*{t) = -Fx{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.12)
In this case P is the unique positive-definite solution of the associated
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　smatrix Riccati algebraic equation
　　　Ｒ４十,４？－ＰＢＲ‾１Ｂ'Ｐ＋９＝O　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.13)
The minimum value of the performance index J is given by
　　　r = x'{o)に)ｚ(O)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.14)
and the closed-loop system
　　　x{t) = {A一月F)x{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.15)
is asymptotically stable.
　　There are several numerical methods to compute the solution Ｐ of
the algebraic Riccati equation (2.13). They can be classified as follows:
　　ＬMethod based on the Riccati differentialequation




　　　一貝t) = P(t)A十A'P{t) - P{t)BR-^｣ぴPit)十Q　　(2.17)
is solved in the backward direction.　When the steady state is
reached, the solution ？ is obtained as
　　　Ｐ＝に)(－(χ))　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.18)
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　An algorithm such as Runge-Kutta method can be employed to
　solve the differentialequation.





is called the Hamiltonian matrix. It is known that the eigenvalues of
H are allocated symmetrically with respect to the imaginary axis,
and that the eigenvalues in the left half plane correspond to the
poles of the optimal closed-loop system. Express the eigenvectors
of H corresponding to the eigenvalues in the left-half plane as
????????―?＝??
i = l,..・，ｎ (2.20)
　Then the positive definite solution P of the algebraic Riceati
　equation (2.13) is given by
　　　　？＝[豹1声12,…,Wln][yj21,VJ22,…, ≪;2n]‾1　　　　　(2.21)
　This method can be modified so that the Schur vectors are used
　instead of eigenvectors.　In that case ａ bilinear transformation
　is often employed, and the solution is obtained via discrete-time
　Riccati equation･
3. Method based on successive approximation
　First, ａ matrix 几is chosen such that ｙ1－ 月Fl is stable. Next, we







　Then,乃converges to the positive definite solution ？ of･ the
　algebraic Riccati equation (2.13)･
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2.２　Results on optimal control of time-delay sys-
　　　terns
　　In this section the optimal control of systems which have the structure
shown in Fig. 2.1 is considered.　Such systems belong to the class of
retarded type time-delay systems, but they are not unilateral time-delay
systems, as seen from the existence ofａloop including the time-delay ７)･
　　Let the delay-free part Ｓ be described by
こ　　-x{t) = Axit)十Ｂｕ(1)十Ev{t)　　　　　　　　　　　(2.25)
and the time-delay Vhe described by
　　　v{t) = Lx{卜彫　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.26)
Here,むis ａ vector of dimension ｒ，representing the input from the time-
delay, and d is the delay time. The size of coefficient matrixＥ　ａＴ＼d£are
respectively nxr and rxn. The state vector ｚ(り, input vector ｕ(り, and
coefficient matrices y1，B are as defined in Section 2.1. The time-delay 7)
can also be expressed by the following equations:
　　　シ(り)＋1こぞ(り)＝o，o＜ｓ＜1　　　　　　　　(2.27)
　　　叩)＝ぐ(ち1)，ぐ(ちo)＝£痢)　　　　　　　　　(2.28)
Ｈｅrｅ，ぐ(ちs)is ａ vector of dimension ｒ，representing the state of the time-
delay. It is a function of time ｌ and location ｓ，and the initial state
　　　ぐ(0,s), 0 < s < 1
is assumed to be given.　The length of the time-delay element is
normalized to unity.　Thus, d is equal to the reciprocal of the velocity
of the signal in the time-delay element. Let the performance index J be
J渥{ｚ'(z)Q球)十ｕ'(ハＲｕ(o)ぷ





where P{t) and ？(ｔ、s)are the solution of the matrix partial differential
equations of Riccati type:
　　　jP(1)十P{t)A十A'P{り十Q - P{t)BR-^B'P(t)゜o　　(2.31)
　　　農戸(り)＋1ま戸(り)十ＡＰ(り)一P{t)BR-^B'P{い) = 0 (2.32)










　　Concerning the above solution of the optimal controllaw for time-
delay systems, there are two difficulties:
1. Difficulty of numerical computation
　　Partial differential equations (2.31) and (2.32) should be solved
　　to obtain the optimal feedback gain.　Generally, it is much more
　　difficulto solve partial differentialequations than to solve ordinary
　　differentialequations, and the same is true for the present problem.
　　Several researches have been made about numerical methods to
　　solve the partial differentialequations of the Riccati type (Fujikawa
　　and Shimemura 1975), but the results are not satisfactory compared
　　with the case of the ordinary differentialequations･
2. Difficultyin implementation
　　The control law is given in the form that the infinite dimensional
　　states of the time-delays are used for feedback. These states must
　　be observed for the implementation of the controller, but such is
　　practicallyimpossible. So we are forced to approximate the optimal
　　control law by some control law that can be implemented.　But
　　littleare known about which ways of approximation are suitable
　　inguaranteeing stability and keeping the performance index nearly
　　minimum.
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2｡３　Basic results on discrete-time optimal control
　　Consider the linear discrete-time system
　　　ｚ(ん＋1)＝ル㈲十Ｂ吠k)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.36)
　　　!■;{k)= Cx{を)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.37)
with the initial state
　　　a;(0) = xo　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.38)
given.　Here, x(を) denotes the state vector ｏｆdimension ｎ,　ｕ(ん)isthe
input vector of dimension ｍ，and !'j{k)is the output vector of dimension r.
Accordingly, the size of coefficient matrices A, B, and Ｃ are nxn, nxm,
and rxn, respectively.　The pair (A, B) is assumed to be controllable.
Let the performance index J be
　　　Ｊ＝Σ{Ak)Qxik)十吹k)Ｒｕik)} + x'{l・)Ptx{T)　　(2.39)
　　　　　1＝0
where 7‾lis the final time, Q is ａ symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix
of size nxn, R is ａ symmetric, positive definite matrix of size mxm, and
巧is ａ symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix of size nxn. The matrices
Q, R, and j)r are the weighting coefficients for the state x(k), input ｕ(を)，
and final value of the state ｚ(7・), respectively.　The pair (QI/2，ｊ)is
assumed to be observable. The optimal regulator problem is to find the
optimal control
　　　♂(昨　Ｏ≦ん≦7・
which minimizes the performance index j subject to (2.36)･
　　The solution of the optimal regulator problem is given as follows
(Kwakernaak and Sivan, 1972).　The optimal control ｕ＊(を)is given by
the linear state feedba£ｋ control laｗ
　　　が(だ) = -F{k)x{k)





wheｔｅ P(k) is the symmetric, positive definite solution of the matrix
difference equation of the Riccati type:
　　　P{k-1) = A'P(k)A十Ｑ
　　　・　　　　　　－ぷれた)夙Ｂ'Pih)ｊ十R}-'B't:)(昨4　　　　　(2.42)
with the terminal condition
　　　P(T) = Pt　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.43)
The minimum value of the performance index J is given by
　　　r = a:'(O)P(O)a;(O)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.44)
　　When the performance index J takes the form
　　　　　Cχ)Ｊ＝Σび㈲Ｑボ)十ｕ'(俳Ru{k)}　　　　　　　　(2.45)
the optimal control law becomes a constant gain feedback law
　　　♂㈲= -Fx{k)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.46)
as in the continuous-time case. The optimal feedback gain F is given by
　　　F = {B'PB十R)-^B'PA　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.47)
where Ｐ is determined by the associated matrix Riccati algebraic equation
　　　P = A'PA －．4'に)ｊ(Ｂ'ＰＢ十召)‾り3'PA+ Q　　　　　　　(2.48)
The minimum value of the performance index J is given by
　　　r = x'(o)Ｐｘ(O)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.49)
and the closed loop system
　　　a;(A;+l) = (A －ＢＦ)ｚ(を)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.50)
is asymptotically stable･
　　In order to obtain the steady state solution P, several numerical
computation methods are available as in the continuous-time case. They
can be classifiedas follows:
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1. Method based on the Riccati differenceequation







is solved recursivelyin the ba£kward direction. When the steady
state is rｅａ£hed,the solution？ is obtained as
　　　Ｐ＝Ｆ（－ｏｏ）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.53)
In　order　to　reduce　truncation errors　in the computation, the
iteration formula can be modified as
　　　　　j）(を-1)= A'P(ん){7十ＢＲコ'Ｂ’Pl､k}}愧4＋9
　in which no subtra£tionappears.
2. Method based on the eigenvalues ofａ symplectic matrix






is called the symplectic matrix.　It is known that the eigenvalues
of H are such that the reciprocal of every eigenvalue is also an
eigenvalue. The eigenvectors ｏｉＨ　ｃorrespondingto the eigenvalues













　In order to reduce computational difficultiesin calculating the
　eigenvectors of the symplectic matrix ∬，ａsimilar method is known
　in which Schur vectors are employed instead of eigenvectors (Laub,
　1979).
3. Method based on successive approximation
　First, ａ matrix i^l is chosen such that ．4－召几is stable in discrete-
　time sense. Next, we calculate the sequence of matrices Pu P2,°゛゛3






Then, Pi converges to the solution ？ of the Riccati equation.






Description of unilateral time-delay
systems
　　In this chapter, the description of the unilateral time-delay systems
are given, and its characteristics are　considered.　Continuous-time
representation is given first,which is in the form of difference-differential
equations.　This representation is used in solving the steady state part
of the continuous-time optimal control problem. It is not adequate for
solving the initial part of the optimal control problem, however, since the
state of the time-delay does not appear explicitlyin this form. Thus the
representation as a distributed parameter system is also introduced, in
which ａ partial differential equation is used for expressing the behavior
of the time-delay element｡
　　Then the discrete-time representation of the unilateral time-delay
systems is considered. Namely, the continuous-time representation given
in the form of difference-differentialequation is discretized, which results
in the form of difference equation. This representation is used in solving
the discrete-time optimal control problem｡
　　It should be noted that the discrete-time equation can be derived
without any approximating assumptions in the behavior of the state
between the sampling instants, and that the resultant equation still
consists of finite terms. This property is due to the unilateral structure
of the system, and it does not apply to general retarded type time-
delay systems. It should be also noted that the discrete-time unilateral
time-delay systems are described by the difference equation, and this is
essentially the same form as delay-free systems｡
　　In the description of the discretization procedure, both continuous-
time quantities and discrete-time quantities appear in one expression･
Thus, the subscript c is atta£hed to the former throughout this chapter
in order to avoid confusion.
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3｡１　Continuous-time description
　　Consider the time-delay system ･S shown in Fig. 3.1. It is a unilateral
time-delay system which consists of delay-free subsystems Sd connected
in series by time-delays 7)ci. Here, each Sd (i = 1,…,p) represents ａ
time-invariant linear system described by
　　　iciiり＝ｙ1ぶrci(り十召'ciUci{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.1)
　　　!Jci{t)= C,iXci{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.2)
where a^c.-is the rid dimensional state vector, ‰i is the m,ci dimensional
manipulating vector, Vriis the rd-i dimensional output of the preceding
block, and 貼is the ｒ。idimensional output vector.　The block 7)。i
(i°1,‥・,p-l) is ａ delay line described by
　　　tﾉci＋1(り゜!'Jci(t- Tci)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.3)
　　By substituting (3･l)-(3.3) into (3.8),･Sc can be expressed by the
following difference-differentialequation:
　　i。{t) = A。ら(り十Σ元亀(1一穴)十瓦ｕ。(1)
Here, x^ and Uc are defined as
Xc{t) = [も(り,…,ぺぶ)]'
uボ)＝[略貼…,べlit)]'
















































　　　From the above description it is clear that unilateral time-delay
systems belongs to the class of retarded type time-delay systems.　As
seen from (3.7), the coefRcient matrices Ad are sparse, such that there
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ais only one nonzero submatrix Ed+iCd in ｅａ£hｙlci. This leads to the
reduction of difficultiesin the control of unilateral time-delay systems,
compared to that of general retarded type time-delay systems･
　　　In(3.3) time-delay 7)ciis described by a difference equation. When
the state of the time-delay is required in the design of the optimal
controller, namely, when the initial state of the time-delay T>ciis taken
into consideration, the following representation should be used:
jyＧ(り)十吉之ら(り)







Thus, the unilateral time-delay system Sc can be described as a dis-
tributed parameter system, in which 乱i(ちs) represents the state of the
time-delay -Ｄｅｉ｡
　　Now, recall that in Section 2.1.2 the optimal solution for retarded
type time-delay systems described by (2.25) and (2.26) has been given
by (2.30H2.35). The system described by (2.25)-(2.26) is not restricted
to unilateral time-delay systems, but the time-delay included in (2.25)-
(2.26) is only that of length d. ０ｎ the other hand, the unilateral time-
delay system Sc in this section has time-delays of different lengths. Thus,
the result of Section 2.1.2 cannot be directly applied to system Ｓｃ｡
　　Ｈｏ゛ever, this difficulty can be avoided by taking the advantage of
the structure of the unilatercil time-delay systems. Consider the system





System Sc is certainly ａ unilateral time-delay system which contains only
one delay line of length 7i.　It has ａ restricted form of the system Ｓ。
shown in Fig. 3.1, and at the same time it belongs to the class of systems
described by (2.25)-(2.26) in Section 2.1.2. When the continuous-time
optimal control problem for the initial part is considered, the problem
is solved via the solution for the system 5,. Detailed discussion of this
problem will be described in Chapter 4.
　　　ξ　　　　　ｚ
Fig. 3.２　Time-delay system ふ
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3.2　Discretization
　　It is assumed that sampled data controllers with the zero-order-hold
circuits are implemented at each input Ud- Namely, each ujt) is assumed
to be constant between the sampling instants:
　　　u,i{t) = uAk) , kT≦t < {k+l)T　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.14)
Letμi and o-,-be the integer and the real number satisfying
　　　(μ.･ - 1)T < Te.≦μiT, i=l,..・,p-l　　　　　　　　　　　(3.15)
　　　らニμi7・－ 716　i ― 1...・，ｐ－1・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.16)
By the standard formulae of linear systems, the following equations are





By using (3.8) and (3.3) recurrently, a set of difference equations are









The coefficient matrices jijん)-Sy八are calculated by the formulae given in
the following. The subscripts 首
吊, respectively. The state variable of station ･s.is influenced by the past
value of the state variable and the manipulating variable of the preceding
stationsら, and the coefficient matrices Aijf.･，Bijh sho゛r the magnitude
of the influence from station らto station Si. It should be noted that
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the influence from station らto station Si is described by multiple terms.
The number of terms depends on the value i － j，namely the number
of stations between station Sj to station Si, and the suffix 九is used to
identify the terms within the same pair of i and ｊ｡
　　The formulae to calculate the coefficient matrices
■^ijh)召り八are
presented.　Define matricむsふ仙(t), Bi，h(t)(i = 1,…ぷi = 1,…ｊ;























































(iiia)if j < i―1 and /1＝0
　　　Aijh{t) = Aijoiり








































































Then the coefficient matrices Aijh, Bijh of equation (3.18) are given by
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Ajh = .‘4ijA(７)、ＢijＨ ＝民泌(71) (3.32)
　　　　　　　　　ｉニ１，‥・,p; i = 1,･･･,≪;　九゜O,...,i-j
The dimension of matrices Ajh and BijK aｘｅrid X rid and rid X rrid,
respectively. If the states between sampling instants are assumed to be
constant, the coefficient matrices Aij八and Bijh with ≪-i ≧2 vanish･
Thus, the difference i 一 j of the subscripts approximately indicates the
order of the magnitude of the terms. In practical application, the terms
which correspond to large i －ｊ may be neglected｡
　　It should be noted that no approximation is made in deriving
equation (3.18), and stillits right-hand side consists of finite terms. This
property is the consequence resulted from the unilateral structure, i.e･，
the structure that the signal flows through the delays in one direction,
of the system and does not apply to general time-delay systems.　For
general time-delay systems, the right-hand side of (3.18) turns out to be
an infinite series as shown in Koepcke (1965). Now, put
　　di＝μi-1, i = l,…,p-l
and define the discrete-time vectors xAk),!'ji(k), zAk), vAk) by
　　v,{を) = vJkT), i=l,…,p
　　ｚ1(た)＝ｚc1(hT)，
　　姐を)＝[昿(貯)べ(を-1),…べ(だ一汗1)]'う＝2,…,ｐ






















































































The partitions of the matrices correspond to the partitions of the vectors
ら(だ)，　Vi(ん)３Ｚｉ(だ),and Ｖｉ(k)given in (3.34)-(3.38). Submatrices Eih in
Ai and Ei are composite matrices defined as
　　　　～ＥｉＨ＝ﾚ4,-,_i/,... Aiih Bi＼h ...召≪t-lA]，
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i = 2,..・，ｐ-.　h＝O,‥.ｊ－1 (3.44)
Here, ４μ。Bijh ij = 1,...,J-1) are as defined above foＩj　＜　i―h,and
ｙlij八＝0IBijh　―O for j > i-h. Note that Eii-i in Ei is given by putting
h = i―1，which turns out to be
裁i-1＝[0 ... 0 ■^ili-1Biii-i 0 .‥O] (3.45)
　　As seen from the form of Fi, the system ･Si is the discrete-time delay
line whose delay time is ｄｉＴ.Therefore discrete-time system has ａ parallel
structure to the original continuous-time system as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
1t should be noted that the dimension Hi of the discrete-time system
Si becomes much larger than the dimension rid of the continuous-time
system ･5c.. From practical viewpoint this is not desirable, and if ＆i are





Fig. 3.3 Discrete-time unilateral time-delay system Ｓ
　　In the following, the dimension of the vectors Xi, Ui, and !/iwill be
denoted by rii,rui and n, respectively. Note that the dimension of V: is
equal to Vi. By putting
z(だ)＝[ぢ(ん),宸1(昨ぢ-1(昨‥･丿(ん),べ(ん)]'
u(k) = [ぢ(仇略1(昨…べ(を)]'

































































































The block diagram of the system is given in Fig. 3.4. Let the sampling
period be T = 1, considering the time constants of the system. In this
caseμl and ai are given by (3.15) and (3.16) as
　　　μ1=4, (71 = 0
























































5211 ― 5211(1) = 0
j220＝y1220(1)＝e４2











































































　　In this example the sampling period 71 was chosen such that the delay
time 711 is ａ multiple ｏｉＴ. Namely, ･71＝O in this case. This leads to
ａ relatively simple form of the coefficient matrices in the discrete-time
equation. Especially, the coefficient matrices ^221 and
■^221vanish. ０ｎ
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the other hand, the discrete-time equation is of the form that ａ time-
delay of one sampling period is included in station Ｓ２.Accordingly, the
length of delay line X>1 is d1 ＝3. Thus the discrete-time equation may
be redefined such that no time-delay is included in station Ｓ２，while the
length of delay line ７)lis di ＝4.
Example ２
　　Another example of discretization is described here, in which the
length of the time-delay is different from ａ multiple of the sampling
period. Let the parameters of the continuous-time system be the same
as the preceding example, except that the length of the delay line X>cl is
　　　Tel = 3.6　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.81)
　　First, consider the case where the sampling period is adjusted as
　　　7‾･= 0.9　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.82)
In this case it follows that
　　　μ1＝4 . CTl＝O　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（3●83）
and the discrete-time equation is quite similar to the result of the
preceding example. In fact, the only difference in the discretized equation
is that T = 0.9 instead of ７１＝1.Thｕs the value of the coefficient matrices








is considered.　Note that the delay time 711 is not ａ multiple of the
sampling period T. In this caseμ1 and（ylare given as
μ1=4, 0-1 = 0.4
34
(3.86)
Thus the difference from the preceding example is that ･71 ＝0.4 instead
of a･1 = 0. The coefficient matrices ^110)
■Si10, /122o，
and ^220 are identical
to those of the preceding example, since the parameter CTi does not appear
in the definition of these matrices. The coefficient matrices ^210,
■^210)
































　　　ｙ1211° ^21l(l) ,召211 ―召21l(l)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.91)




On the other hand, y1211(Z)and B2n{t) are constant for O ＜Z≦(71，
namely。
　　　A2n{t) = 0, 5211 = 0, 0<t≦0.6　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.93)
　　For the above matrices ylij八(t)andBijh(t) with the suffix i ° 2，only
the value at l ＝l is used in the calculation of the coefficient matrices
of the discrete-time equation.　This is due to the fact that there are
only two stations in this example. If there were more than two stations,
namely ｐ ＞2， the value for O ＜Zく７ will be used in the calculation of
the coefficient matrices Aij^ and 5,丿八゛ith the suffix i ° 3. From this
point of view, the value of jllo(Ｏ andＢｎo{t) are certainly used in the
calculation of Aijh and Bijh. with the suffix i ＝2. Ｎ amely, ｙ1210 and B210
depend on Ano{t) and BnoH) for 0.4 ＜f≦1, respectively, while ｙ1211
and召２１１ depend on Ano{t) and Bnoit) for O ＜f≦0.4, respectively｡
　　As seen from the above equations, the coefficient matrices ^221 and
召221 do not vanish in this ｅχample. Thus the size of the discrete-time
stations Si and So turn out to be
　　　ni = 2 , mi = 1 , ri = 3
　　　nl2こ5 7　mo 二17　ｒ2j‾万2
and the length of the discrete-time delay line 7)1 is
　　　dl＝３
Hence the overall size of the discrete-time equation is given by








　　This chapter is concerned with the infinite-time optimal control of
unilateral time-delay systems. For ａ delay-free system, the optimal
control law which minimizes the quadratic performance index is obtained
by solving the Riccati equation.　The same method cannot be directly
applied to the unilateral time-delay system, but the optimal solution
can be effectively obtained by considering the unilateral structure of
the time delays.　First, an imaginary delay-free system is introduced,
which is obtained by eliminating the time-delays of the original system･
The behavior of the imaginary system represents that of the original
system except that the time is shifted according to the delay time of 7)i･
Standard optimal control theory can be applied to obtain the solution
for the imaginary system. Then the optimal solution is converted to the
solution of the original unilateral time-delay system.　Since the initial
part of the original system is not expressed by the imaginary system, the
optimal solution for the initialpart cannot be determined by this method･
Thus a finite-time optimal control problem is considered, and the solution
for the initial part is derived separately. For simplicity, the case of p = 2








　　The case of two-station systems is studied in detail, clSａ preparation
for the multi-station case. Since only one di (i.e･，di) appears in this case,
the subscript i of di will be omitted: i.ｅ･，d ＝dl throughout this section･






Here, d is a scalar representing the delay time; Xi, !/i，Ui (z ° 1,2) are the
state, output, external input vectors of dimensions n^, r^, m^ (i = 1,2),
respectively; V is the connecting input vector of dimension ｒl; and Ai, 召i，
Ci {i = 1,2), E are the coefficient matrices of appropriate size. This is
the case where ｐ = 2, and the subsystems Si and ^2 are connected by
the time-delay ‘Pof length d. In this section, the initial condition of the
time-delay X>is neglected for simplicity. The suffixes i ° 1,２ correspond
to subsystems Si and 52, respectively. Let the performance indeχ be
　●given ａｓ:
Ｊ＝ｿ§{べ{t)QiXi{t)十v'i(t)RiUi(り)ぷ． (4.4)
Our problem is to find the optimal input u*{t) which minimizes J subject
to (4.1)-(4.3)｡
　　Observe that due to the time-delay between subsystems Si and Ｓ２，
the state and input of Si has no influence on the behavior of S2 in the
interval O ＜Z≦d. Thus, ａχ:cordingto the principle of optimality, the







Then it follows that
　　　　J= Jo + J. (4.6)
Lｅtび，び, andびｏ denote the input included in J，J，and Jo, respectively･
Since the input び,i.e.,ui(t) fori > 0 and U2{t) for O ＜f≦d, has no
effect upon the value ｏｆゐ, the minimum value J* of the performance
index Ｊ can be expressed as





In the following, the minimization of J overびis treated as the firststep,
followed by the minimization ｏｆゐｏｖｅrびo｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Now, consider a new system Ｓ described by:
　　　11(Z)＝　AiXiit)　　　　　十角帽呪
　　　乱(り= ECiXi{り十友鳥(り十島帽1)ノ　　　　　　　　　(4.8)
Here, Xi and Ui {i = 1,2) are the state and input vectors of dimensions n,-
and 7'i(iニ1,2), respectively. System S has the structure that subsystems
Si and ･S2 of system Ｓ are directly connected without time-delay. System
Ｓ ゛in be referred to ゛ the hll昭inary System in the following.　The
behavior of the imaginary system Ｓ is closely related to that of the original
time-delay system Ｓ. In fact,let the initial state of Ｓ be
　　　ｊｌ(O)＝ｚl(0)，i2(O)＝ｚ2(d)　　　　　　　　　(4.9)
and the input be
　　　jl(り＝ｕl(0，帽Z)＝ｕ示十d)バ≧O　　　　　　(4.10)
then it is evident that the following relation holds:
　　　jl(り= Xl{t) , X2{t) =り(t + d), t>0・　　　　　(4.11)
It should t)ｅnoted that the state ｚ2(りfor O ≦1くd is not included in the
above relation (4.11), and that it is not affected by the input described




This is to be considered as the performance index for the imaginary
　　　　－　　　　　　　－system S.　Since Ｓ is ａ delay-free system, the optimal control which
minimizes Ｊ can be obtciined by applying the standard optimal regulator





Here, F is the optimal feedback gain, which can be calculated by solving
the Riccati equation associated with the optimal regulator problem for
the imaginary system Ｓ｡
　　In order to apply the control law to the original time-delay system Ｓ，
it must be expressed in terms of the variables in Ｓ. Substituting (4.10)






Observe that the state X2(t + d) is used in the calculation of the input
ｕl(Z).　This means that the future value X2{t十d) must be known at
time t in order to implement the control law (4.14). As seen from the
state equation (4.2), the value of X2{t + d) is determined by "2(7-), v{t)
{t<T≦Ｚ十d), and ｚ2(り. The input U2{t十d)is calculated by (4.14) at
timeちand the value ｏｆべ忿十d)is given by (4.3) as
　　　痢十d) = yxiり





　　The control law (4.14) gives ａ part of the solution for the original
system Ｓ. This is referred to as the steady state solution in the following･
The optimal control U2{t) for O ≦忿＜d remains to be calculated, and
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the solution for this part will be referred to as the solution for the initial
part. This corresponds to the minimization of Jooｖｅrび0. The value of
Jo depends on the initial state ｚ2(O)of the subsystem ざl and the value of
む(O for O く1≦d which corresponds to the initial state of the time-delay
V. A partial differentialequation is involved in the minimization problem
of Jo, and it is not pra£tical to implement the controller corresponding
to the solution of the initial part｡
　　In the following sections, the problem is formulated for the case of
general ｐ，and the optimal solution for the unilateral time-delay system
is derived via the solution for the imaginary delay-free system.
4.２　Formulation of the problem
　　Consider the unilateral time-delay system Ｓｓhown in Fig. 4.1. Ｅａ£h
subsystem Ｓｉ{i = 1,…,p) is described by
Xi{t)=んxAt)十BiUi(1)十EivAt)
　　　yi(t)= CiXぶ)





where di is ａ scalar representing delay time;　Xi, 2/.-,Ui, and tﾉi are
state, output, external input and connecting input vectors and have the
dimensions n,-,''.-,rrii,and r.-l, respectively; Ai, Bi, Ei, and Ｇ are
matrices of size 叫X rii,ｒiiX mi, riiX r,_i, and r,-X rii,respectively;
and tﾉldoes not ｅχist.
　　Let the performance index Ｊ for system Ｓ be
　　　　　　　c≫　ｐ　　　foo
t-べ{t)QiXi{t)十べ{t)RMり)ぷ　　　　　(4.20)
where Qi are positive semidefinite matrices of size Ui X rii,and 召i are
m,- X m,- positive definite matrices. Our problem is to find the optimal
control u*(t) which minimizes the performance index Ｊ subject to (4.17)-
(4.19)･
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4.3　Introduction of imaginary delay-free system
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Consider a new system Ｓ shown in Fig. 4.2. Note that in the system
－Ｓ subsystems Si are directly connected in series,whereas in the system Ｓ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－they are connected by pure delay. We refer to Ｓ as the Imaginary Delay-
Free System for the original time-delay system S. The state transition of

























where Xi and Ui {i =　1，‥・,p)are state and input vectors and have
the same dimensions with Xi and Ui, respectively, x, u are vectors of
dimensions n and m; and A and B are matrices of sizen X n and m×厩，
respectively.Here, n and ｍ are given by
n = ni + [■rip , m = rui ■] ＼-mp
一 一 -
　　　　Xl　　　　　　i2　　　　　　　　　　Xf
Fig. 4.2 Imaginary delay-free system Ｓ
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(4.25)





where y is ａ vector ｏｆdimension ｒ。，Ｃand Ｃ are matrices of size ｒ。χ穴.
Let the performance index J for the imaginary system Ｓ be
Ｊ＝J沁’(z)伽(z)十が(りRn(t)}ぷ
　　　Q = block diag{Qp,°‘゜ア91）
　　　　一R = block diag{Rp,.‘゜ツ召1）






　　Now, consider the relationship between the original unilateral time-
delay system Ｓ and the imaginary system Ｓ. Define di concerning the




dl十‥・十di-1 (i = 2,…，p)
and set the initial value of the state a;(0)and input u{t) for t≧O of the




Then, following relations hold folり≧O:
　　　恥(り＝ｚぷ十di) (i = l,…，p)・　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.36)







Note that the input Ui{t), t≧O of the imaginary system ぷhas no effect
ｕｐｏｎゐ，frｏｍwhich and the principle of optimality it follows that the
optimal input 痢(りwhich minimizes J is identical to the optimal input
uAt十di) which minimizes Ｊ｡
　　Next, consider the relations of the output. From equation (4.17), x(t)
can be expressed as
痢)゜洲抑‾の十レ(t―Ｔ)尻(７)力





The firstterm of the right hand side of (4.40) can be transformed as
　　　Cx(t -d) =らXp{t -d) =らら(Z)＝恥,(小　　　　　　(4.41)
Thus, the outputs of unilateral time-delay system Ｓ and those of
imaginary system Ｓ are related as follows:
匈)゜み(り十Jt-dÅ(t-d-r)Ｂｔi(Ｔ)面 (4.42)
　　Ｔ!le right hand side of (4.42) contains an integral element of finite
time interval. Here　ａ notation for such a finite interval integral is






　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Hence, the output ｼﾞ(りof imaginary system Ｓ can be calculated from the
output !'j{t)of time-delay system Ｓ and the input u{t), t - d≦７≦Z of
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－the imaginary system Ｓ.
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　　Output of the imaginary system is not needed as far as the state
feedba£ｋ control is concerned, but it will be taken into consideration
when the estimation of the state variables is required.
　　Controllability of the pair (A, B) and observability of the pair iCA)
are assumed in the following.　In other words, the original time-delay
system Ｓ is assumed to have the property such that the imaginary system
Ｓ will be completely controllable and observable.
　　Since the imaginary system Ｓ is ａ delay-free system, the optimal
control u{t) that minimizes the performance index Ｊ can be obtained by
use of the well known optimal control theory. Namely, solve the discrete-
time matrix algebraic Riccati equation
　　　一一　　一一　　－一一　一　一　　一R4十A'P - PBR一囁'ｐ＋9＝O　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.45)
then using the positive definite symmetric solution ？，the optimal control
law is given by
　　　岬)＝－Ｆ抑)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.46)
　　　Ｆ＝Ｒ-^Ｂ'Ｐ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.47)
4.4　Solution for time-delay system
　　Since (4.46) is a control law for the imaginary system ぶ, following
steps should be followed for implementing the control law to the time-
delay system Ｓ:
　a) estimate xAt) from ｚぷ)
　b) calculate u{t) by (4.46)
　c) transform ｉｉ(りinto Ui(t)
Step a) is achieved by use of ａ prediction mechanism in which a finite
interval integral is employed. step c) is realized by merely using a time-
delay element. Now this procedure is considered in detail.
　　By the standard formula of linear systems, the state transition of the




According to the relationship between system Ｓ and system 5, it can be
written using the variables of the imaginary system as
Xi{t) ゜♂‘≒ぶ)十で ｡ご池(゛‾７){耽痢(7')
十EiCi-ix､-1(７)}dT、　　(4.49)




Note that the right hand side of (4.50) consists of variables Xi{t) and uAt),
a;,_i(r),t - di≦７≦i. Since the latter two variables are available in the
controller, a;,(りis obtained by the prediction mechanism described by
(4.50). By applying this prediction mechanism to all Xi{t)(i = 2,..・，ｐ)
the state variable i(りcan be estimated.　For the input, observe that
(4.35) implies
　　　UiCt) - Ui(卜di) 0 = 1,…，ｐ)　　　　　　　(4.51)
Then it is evident that connecting a time-delay element of length di to
痢(りwill yieldj頑)｡
　　Thus the optimal control law (4.46) for the imaginary system ぶcan be
applied to the time-delay system Ｓ，and the controller using prediction
mechanism and time-delay element can be implemented, provided the
state variables Xi(t) of the time-delay system Ｓ are directly measurable.
The structure of the controller for the time-delay system Ｓ is shown in
Fig. 4.3. When the state variables Xi{t) are not measurable, a controller
using an observer can be constructed, which wiU be treated later in detail.
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Fig. 4.3 Structure of the controller for time-delay system ･S
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4.5　Solution for the initial part
　　The controller shown in Fig. 4.3 is designed to minimize the per-
formance index J of the imaginary system ぶ. The control law (4.46)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－gives the optimal value for the input uAt), di≦f But the input for the
initial part Ui{t), 0≦t < d: is undefined. The input for the initial part
cannot be determined by considering the imaginary system Ｓ， since it
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－has effect only upon Jo part of the performance index Ｊ and not upon J，
the performance index for the imaginary system S. The optimal input
for the initial part is determined by the minimization of Jo. In order to








In (4.38) Jo was expressed as the summation of the performance indeχ
for ｅａ£hsubsystem Si. Here, the performance index for each subsystem
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　一亀is divided to integration intervals of length d:－ dj and Jo is rearranged
so that in each ろparts of the performance index of the same length of
integration interval is included. Note that in ｅａ£hろthe integration is
performed at different time for ?rerent subsystem s,, i.e., di － d, ≦Z≦
di － d,-i for subsystem Si. Only the length of integration interval is the
same in each ろ. Refer to Fig. 4.4 for the time relationship among ろand
subsystems S;.
　　Now let the input included in ろ, i.e･，馬(り，di一ｄ,　＜t≦di － dj-i be
denoted by f/j, and similarly, the input included in J， J，io by u, u, u,ヽo，
respectively. Consider a fixed value んfor the subscript j ofろ. Then it
is observed that the value ｏｆろfor j ≧んis not affected by the input ら
ofろfor j < k. This results from of the unilateral time-delay structure
of the system S. In the same way the initial part ゐof the performance
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－index is not affected by the input びof the imaginary system Ｓ， which
has been already mentioned･
　　According to the principle of optimality, the minimization of the
performance index Ｊ can be accomplished by minimizing Ｊ and ろin
ａ sequence. Thus the minimal value of the performance index Ｊ for the


















To find the input びwhich minimizes the performance index Ｊ，the input
びwhich minimizes the performance index J is calculated first. This is
ａ£complished by following the standard procedure of solving the infinite
time optimal control problem. Next, ゐis added to the minimal value of
J， which is to be minimized by the optimal input び2. This step can be
formulated as the finite time optimal control problem. Then, ゐﾀﾞ゜゛1み
is added to the performance index, which are to be minimized by the
optimal input び3，‥・,Up, respectively｡
　　Now, the finite time optimal control problem to find the optimal input
ｕ，iｓ considered in detail. Define matrices jj， jE?j，Qj, and Rj “ｓ follows,



















　　　　Qj = block diagiQp,..‘,QnO,…，0）　　　　　　　　　(4.56)
　　　　～Rj = block diag {Rp,”■,Rj)　　　　　　　　　　　(4.57)
　　　～　　～　　～　　　　　～In ｙlj， Bj, Q,, and Rj, entries of the rows and columns corresponding
to state ｉｂ‥・，ら-1 are zero, while the columns corresponding to input
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～　　～　　～　　　　　　～ii1･‥・・Uj-i are eliminated.　other entries of ｊｊ 召j， Q., and Rj ゛rｅ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　－　－　　　　－identical to those of y1，召, Q, and R, respectively. By this definition the
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size of the matrices A:, 易3 Q.> and Rj ゛rｅｎｘ拓
治j X rrij,respectively, where 治j is defined by
　　　rrij= rrij+゜’゛＋Ｔｒip(i = 2、‥・、p）・




where Wi is ａ vector of dimension n; defined as
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一■Wi{t)= x,(0) = const･ ，　0≦Z≦d. ・
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～　　　　～Define also matrices E and Ej {j = 2,..・,p) as




From the above definitions the following relations hold･
　　　xJt) =馬弓(Z)十馬弓(0十Ej頃t)
ろ＝で‾1{弓(順jij(')＋弓(卵角(･)}ぷ








Note that 叫is defined as a dummy variable to adjust the dimension of
Xj, and the corresponding rows and columns of Aj are all zero｡
　　In order to find the input Uj which minimizes ろthe variable 町in
(4.63) must be taken into consideration. tﾉjis the input from the preceding
subsystemら－l through the time-delay 7)j-l and vAt), 0くt < dj affects
ろ.　The state of the time-delay elements ‘Dj･-lis described asら(ちｓ)，
O≦ｓ≦1 The signal enters the time-delay element 乃＿l at location
ｓニ0, and exits at ｓ ニＬ　The length of the time-delay element is
normalized to unity, and the propagation time of the signal from ｓ＝Otｏ










Since the value of (ち0) for l ＞O has no influence uponろ, it can
be defined arbitrary as far as the minimization of ろis concerned. For
simplicityit is defined as
ら(ちＯ)＝０，　０＜Ｚくd,-l (4.67)





So far a finite time optimal regulator problem has been set, i.e･，to find
Uj which minimizes
ろ十　min (ろ-1十…十ゐ十J)
subject to (4.65) and (4.66)･



















　　The optimal control hl゛jhas the form that the optimal input ち(1)
is given as ａ linear combination of the states ち(oandら(ちｓ).　Note
that the feedba£ｋgain concerning the state of the delay°free part ちis
determined independent of the time-delay part of the system.　In fact
the equation (4.72) which determines 為(りis ａ Riccati type ordinary
differential matrix equation, and it is of the same form as in the finite
time optimal control problem ofａ delay-free system.
4．6　　Modification of the controller
　　Recall the structure of the controller shown in Fig. 4.3. It is of the
form that ａ time-delay is ｐｌａ£edat each manipulating variable Ui{t) in
order to adjust the time between the delay-free imaginary system and
the time-delay system. Among the manipulating variables, no time-delay
exist at ｕ1，since
　　　Ul{t) = Ui{t)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.77)
On the other hand, time-delay of maximum length d is pla£ed at 吟，
corresponding to the relation
　　　吟(り＝ら(卜d)　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.78)
　　This is a natural consequence of implementing the control law given
in (4.30), and the initial value of the time-delay is to be determined by the
solution for the initial part described in the previous section.　However,
from practical point of view where the feedback controller is implemented
based on the steady state solution of the optimal control problem, the
existence of time-delay in the controller is not desirable, since it leads
to delayed response against disturbances. For instance, if a perturbation
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is detected at り, it will take at least time d before ａ correcting action
appears at Up. This delay can be avoided by modifying the structure of
the controller as explained in the following｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－According to the optimal control la゛ for the imaginary system S，ら
IS given by
ら(り＝ち (4.79)
where Fp is the firstrow ｏｉＦ.Substituting the variables of the imaginary



















Thus the manipulating ゛ariable‰(O of the time-delay syste“１Ｓ ｃ゛ｎbe




　　　　　　　　　　　　　= xi{t - d)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4●82)
together with the present state variable Xp{t). The past value of the state
variables is obtained by using a time-delay, which a£ts as ａ memory,
to ｅａ£hstate variable. The characteristics of the closed loop system is
not altered by shifting the time.　Hence ａ modified controller can be
implemented according to the relation (4.64).　It is easily understood
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that ｎｏ゛!the perturbation at らis directly reflected to ｕ。.　For the
manipulating variables Ui,i = 2,...,p- 1，similar modification is possible







where Fi is the (ｐ＋1－i)-th row of Ｒ Thus ｕぶ)iｓ determined by the
future state
　　　　　xJt十ら一di) = Xp{t一略-1十‥゜十di),
　　　Xp_i{t十dp-1 - di) = Xp{t一略-2十‥゛＋di)，
　　　Xi+i{t十di+i -di) = Xi(t + di)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.84)
which must be calculated by the prediction mechanism, present state
らひ), and the past state
　　　Xi-i{t十di-1 -di) = Xi{t -c/i-i) ,
　　　　　X2{t十d2-d)゜X2{t一略-1一略-2 ―･･ ･一心)，
　　　　　Xi{t十di － di) = xM-di^i -di-2 ・－dl)
　　　　　　　　　　　　＝ｚl(卜d,)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.85)
which must be memorized in the controller.
　　It should be noted that the modified controller becomes more
complicated. In fact, the prediction mechanism of the original controller is
stillrequired in order to yield UiCt), and additional time-delays are needed
to memorize the state variables. When modification of the manipulating
variable Uiに2,..., ｐ－ l is concerned, another prediction mechanism
and ａ set of time-delay must be added forｅａx:hi. Since the modification
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of the controller originates in the ｐrａ£ticalpoint of view, the trade ofF
between the response of the controlled system and the complexity of the
controller should be taken into account.
4｡７　Controller with observer
　　In this section the Ccise where the state variables Xi{t) of the
subsystems Si are not directly ａ£cessibleis considered. Two cases are
assumed in the following. The initial part ゐof the performance index is
not considered in this section｡
　　First, it is assumed that the output !/ぶ)ｏｆｅａ£hsubsystem ≪S,is
measured, and each subsystem is observable.　In this case an observer
can be constructed for each subsystem ･Siin the usual way, since ｅａ£h
subsystem Si is delay-free. As for the input Vi from the preceding
subsystem, it is easily obtained by connecting the time-delay of length
di-1 to !/;_i. Then the controller can be constructed using the prediction
mechanism and time-delay elements as described in Section 4.3. The
present value of the state variables are substituted by the estimated values
of the observers｡
　　As the second case, it is assumed that only the output !/(りｊ.ｅ･，the
output !ypit) of subsystem らis measured.　Ａ natural method in this
case is to estimate Xi{t) in a similar way. If the state variables xAt)
could be estimated, the optimal control law can be implemented by using
the prediction mechanism and time-delay elements as in the firstcase.
However, a difficultyarisesin the construction of the observer, due to the
existence of time-delay between the subsystems. Here, a different method
to implement the optimal control law is introduced, i.e.,to estimate the
state variables x{t), using an observer for the imaginary system ＆
　　Since the imaginary system Ｓ isａ delay-free system, an observer can
be constructed as follows:
　　　m =ル(り十Ｋ俳)十MBu(t)
　　　x(t) = Gz(t)十亙俯)







ｚ(O is ａ vector representing the state variable of the observer, and xCt) is
the estimation of state variable i(り. Output y{t) of the im昭inary system
Ｓ can be calculated from the output !/(Z)of the time-delay system Ｓ and
the past value of input 痢(ｒ)バー必< T <t of the imaginary system ぷ
by (4.28). Then the state variable of the imaginary system is estimated





which is the state feedback law for the imaginary system S. Then time-
delay element of length di is atta£hed to each Ui{t) to yield the input
馬(0. The structure of the controller using an observer for the imaginary
system Ｓ is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Vp　＋




　　Consider the unilateral time-delay system shown in Fig. 4.6.　This
system has two stations, which are connected in series by ａ delay line of




Fig. 4.6 Two-station example
and Station S2 by
　　　i2(り＝馬弓(り十島U2{t)十既吻(り・　　　　　　　(4.92)
The delay line 7)1 is described by
　　　V2{り＝!/1(卜d1).　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.93)
An integrator is added at the output !/ of the system in order to cancel
the offset for ａ step disturbance at Vl-　This integrator will be included
in the controller to be designed, but it wiU be regarded as ａ part of the
plant in the design of the controller. In this example, the station S2 is
defined as to include the integrator. Thus, the parameters of this system





























As an example, the weighting matrices are chosen ａｓ:
　　　Q = I,　Ｒ＝I　.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.99)
Both the steady state solution and the solution for the initial part is
required to implement the controller which minimizes the performance
index (4.99). But the measurement of the infinite dimensional state in
the delay line is required in order to implement the optimal control law
for the initial part, and this is not desirable from ｐrａ£ticalpoint of view.
Thus, only the steady state solution will be considered in the following･
　　First, the delay-free imaginary system is introduced. The imaginary




























　　　X{t) = [X2l{t),X22{t),X23(0, ^n{t), X.^it)]≒
　　　岬)＝[j2(りパhit)]'　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.102)
The performance index for the imaginary system is defined according to




The optimal control problem for the imaginary system is solved in the
usual way. For the weighting matrices (4.99), the solution of the Riccati



































　　Next, the steady state optimal solution for the imaginary system is
converted to the solution for the original time-delay system. Since the
states corresponding to station 51 in the imaginary system is identical to
those of the original system, only the station Ｓ２ need to be considered.








Calculation of the finite interval integral can be performed by using the




Thus, the state of the imaginary system is obtained. Then, itis multiplied
by the optimal feedback gain, which yields the control signal for the






Thus, Ui is directly applied to the plant as Ui. As for 砺，ａ delay line
of length d is used to adjust the time gap between the imaginary system
and the original time-delay system･
　　The structure of the controller is shown in Fig. 4.7.　It should be
noted that the gain block used in the model performing the finiteinterval
integral is identical to the gain block between ｚ2 and i2. Thus the gain
block is used in common.
Fig. 4.7 Structure of the controller
Example ２
　　Modification of the controller is illustrated by an example in this
section. The same controlled object as in the preceding example is used
for this purpose.　Since there are only two stations, namely ｐ ＝2，
in the preceding example, the controller can be modified as described
in Section 4.4 without adding so much complexity.　In the modified
controller, the time-delay element between Uo and ｕ2 is deleted, and new
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time-delay element is added to obtain Xi{t ―d) from xi{t). The structure
of the modified controller is shown in Fig. 4.8｡
　　Now, the case of using an observer is considered.　It is assumed
that only !/2is measurable. Thus the observer for the imaginary system
is implemented.　Kalman filtertype full order observer is used in this
example. This implies that the matrices M, Ｇ，and ∬of the observer
are set as
　　M = G =ち　亙＝0　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.111)
Thus, the observer is given by
　　z{t) = {A- KC)z{t)十ｆ俯)十召叩)　　　　　　　　　(4.112)
　　抑)＝痢)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4.113)
The gain matrix 瓦is determined by solving the optimal regulator
problem for the dual system described by
　　x{t) = A'xCt)十C'u(t)　　　　　　　　　　　(4.114)
In this example, the weighting matrices of the performance index were
set as
Fig. 4.８ Modified controller
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　　　Ｑ＝Ｉ、　Ｒ＝10‾2×∫









The structure of the controller with the observer is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Fig. 4.９　Controller with an observer
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Chapter 5
Discrete-time optimal control of unilateral
time-delay systems
　　In this chapter, application of the discrete-time optimal control
theory to the unilateral time-delay systems shown in Fig. 5.1is considered･
First, an imaginary delay-free system is introduced as in the continuous-
time case.　Then the solution for the imaginary system is converted to




Fig. 5.1　Discrete-time unilateral time-delay system Ｓ
　　When a digital controller is used as ａsampled data controller, it often
happens that the computation time in the controller cannot be neglected.
The measurement of output variables may also require additional time.
These extra time can be regarded as time-delay along the signal path
at the input or the output of the plant.　It can be considered that the
plant has these time-delay elements, while there are no delays in the
measurement and computation.　This class of systems is described in
Fig. 5.2. Time-delays between the stations are also considered, since it
can be treated in the same framework. The class of systems mentioned
here is certainly included in the discretized unilateral time-delay systems
described in Chapter 3. It isａrestricted case that the manipulating input
exists only at station ･Si. Thus, it will be classified as the 'single input
case' in this chapter. The solution for the general unilateral time-delay
systems can be applied to the single input case as well.　But it will be
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delay do delay di
｜ ㎜
Fig. 5.2　Single input case
delay dp
ｙ
treated separately, since the solution for the single input case becomes
considerably simpler｡
　　It should be noted that the discrete-time unilateral time-delay system
is expressed in the same form as ａ delay-free system. The results of this
chapter contributes to the reduction of the computational difficultiesin
the design of the controllers for unilateral time-delay systems.
5｡1　Problem formulation
5.1.1　General case
　　Consider the unilateral time-delay system shown in Fig. 5.1. Each
Si, i = 1,…，p is described by
　　　Xi{k + 1) = Aixdk)十双馬(を)十EiVi(ん)
　　　　　yi{k) = CiXiik)十DiUiik)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.1)
where Xi, Ui, Vi, and !/i are vectors of dimension n,-,rui, ri, and ri-1,
respectively. Each Vi,i=l,..・，ｐ － 1 represents ａ time-delay of length





Here, Zi isａ vector of dimension rf.Ti,and coefficient matrices Fi, Gi, and













































































where Qi is ａ positive semidefinite matrix and 菰iｓ ａ positive definite
matrix. By putting
　　　Q = block diag (Q。，0， Q。-1, ･･・, Q2, 0, 91)
　　　R = block diag {R。，馬-1, ･･・, R2, Ri)





where ｚ(た)is given by (5.4). The performance index is of the form that
the subvectors zAk) are not weighted. It is considered to be stillgeneral
enough, since zAk) are nothing but the delayed values ofｚj(た)and um･
In order to avoid complication, weighting the subvectors ｚi(ん)will be
considered only in the single input case･
　　It is well-known that the optimal input ｕ＊(を)which minimizｅｓ Ｊ
subject to (5.1), (5.2) (i.e.,to (5.7)) is given by
　　　ｕ＊(を)= -Fx{k)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.17)
　　　Ｆ＝(Ｂ'ＰＢ十RY^B'PA　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.18)
where Ｐ is the positive semidefinite solution of the discrete-time Riccati
equation
　　P = A'PA - A'PB{Ｂ'ＰＢ十R)-^B'PA + Q




　　Now, the size of the matrix ,4 isｎ X n where ｎis given by (5.12). In
general, the sampling period 71 should be chosen short enough compared
with the minimum time constant of Sd- So, if the delay times 711 are
large compared with the time constant oiSd, the integers d: become very
large. In such ａ case, to solve (5.19) directly becomes ａ formidable work･
Thus the problem is to reduce computational difficultiesin obtaining the
solution ？ of the Riccati equation (5.19)･
5.1.2　Single input case
　　For the single input Ccise,the equations which describe the general
case should be modified such that the terms concerning Ui{k), i=l,...,p
are deleted, and the delay linｅｓＩ）o and 乙 are　added.　Thus, the
single input unilateral time‘delay systems are described by the following
equations. Each Si, i = 1,…，p is described by
　　　祠を+ 1) = AiXiik)十EiｖAk)
　　　　　y,(ん)＝Ｇ；Xi(ん)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.21)
and ｅａ£hVi,i = l,..・,pby








Then the overall system is described by












































The vectors ｚ and u are of dimensions ｎ and ｍ，respectively, where
　　　　　　ｐ　　　　　ｐ
ｎニΣni十ΣdiTi ， m = mi
i＝1 i＝0
(5.30)
　　Note that the single input case is formulated in the form of having
delay lines V. and 巧ａt the beginning and the end of the signal path
(cf. Fig. 5.2), while delay-free subsystems are located at both ends in
the general unilateral time-delay case (cf. Fig. 5.1). This formulation is
taken so that it wiU be easier to apply the result to the simplest single
input case, in which there is only one station Sx and the time-delay is
concentrated to either input or output of the plant･
　　It should also be noted that the result of the general case can be
applied to the systems having the allocation of the time-delay as in
Fig. 5.2レIn such ａ case, stations Sn andら十l are introduced, which
are actually delay lines of length l. Namely, ･So is given by






Accordingly, the delay lines‘Z>o and 7)。should be redefined such that
the length of the time-delay is shorter by 1. Then the system is indeed
described in the form of Fig. 5.1. If the length of the time-delay in 7)o
or‘ｐ,･is short enough, the delay line can be eliminated by redefinition
of the station ･Si or Sp, respectively, such that the time-delay is included
in the station. This is another way of modifying the description of the
system into the form of Fig. 5.1. These methods of modification can be
applied to the discrete-time systems only, since the continuous-time delay
line cannot be expressed in the same form as ａ delay-free system･
　　For the single input case, the weighting matrix Ｑ of the form
　　　Q = block diag(W^, (?,,
°゜‘7WI，91，Wo)　　　　(5.33)
　　　Wi = block diag(Ｗ,1，凧21‥りＷ,４)　　　　　　　(5.34)
is considered, corresponding to the definition of the state vector ｚ(を)
and manipulating vector u(k).　It may be noted that the form of the
performance index for the single input case is slightly extended from that
for the general input case.　Namely, this formulation is valid when the
subvectors Zi{k) are also weighted using diagonal matrices 呪。
5｡2　Introduction of imaginary delay-free system
　　Here, an imaginary delay-free system is introduced. As shown in
Fig. 5.3, it is defined such that the time-delays are eliminated, and

























Set the performance index J of the imaginary system according to that
of the actual time-delay system as
ﾙΣ伺㈲伽(を)＋昨k)Ru{k)＼
Q = block diag(Qp, ..゜,Q2, Qi), 凡＝召
(5.38)
(5.39)








and the weighting matrices are defined as













The differences of the above definitions correspond to the differences in
the definitions of the plant given in the previous section.
　　Now, consider the relation between the original unilateral time-delay
system Ｓ and the imaginary system Ｓ. Define integers di concerning the





　　　　　　dl十‥・十di_1　　(if i = 2,...,p)
and set the initial value of the state a;(0) and the input ａ（を)forを≧Oof









































)μ≧O of the imaginary system ぶh;





Note that the input Ui{k),k O inary em as no effect
upon Jo, from which and ciple mality llows that the
optimal input Ui{k) which minimizes J is identical to the optimal input
馬(だ十必) which minimizes J.
　　For the single input case, definition of the integers di should be
modified, due to the existence of‘Z)ｏand ｐ。. The relationship between
the time-delay system and the imaginary system will also be difFerent.
Detailed description for the single input case is deferred to the next
section.
　　The optimal control for the imaginary system is given by
　　　ボ㈲＝一几(ん)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.49)
　　　戸＝(Ｂ'ＰＢ十五)-lj'戸ｊ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.50)
where ？ is the positive semidefinite solution of
　　　戸＝λ'戸ｊ－Å’ｐ臥Ｂ’ＰＢ十五)-1力'戸λ十Ｑ
The minimum value of the performance index is given by
　　　J＊＝ｙ(O)拘(O)












It is one of the main purposes of this thesis to present ａ new method to
calculate the matrix Ｐ and the optimal control ｕ＊(を)from the solution
of the Riccati equation for the imaginary system. The method will be
described in the following section.
5.3　Solution for time-delay system
5.3.1　Single input case
　　As ａ relatively simple case, the single input case is considered first.
　　　　　　　　　－Define integers d: as
　　　di = do十dl十‥・十di-1 ,　i=l,...,p　　　　　　　　　　(5.54)
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Note that this definition is for the single input case only, and the definition
for the general case is already given in the last section. Define matrices







ろ ＝[050‥‥‥‥‥00000]：　Up X n
　　　乃＝[０００………05000]：n2 X n
　　　乃＝[000………　00050]:　ni X n　　　　　　　(5.55)
Here, the partitions of Ti correspond to that of ｚ(を). Each ７ｌextra£ts
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～the rows corresponding to subvector Xi{k). Define also matrices w, w
and w as folioｗｓ:
　　　W = block diag(叫，０，‥９剛，0，吼):n X n　　　　　　(5.56)
　　　Wi = block d≒(皿ｂ‥･3叱４)：mid: X rriidi　　　　(5.57)
　　　叱j＝喝1十‥・十Wlj:　n X n　i = i,…，4　　　　　　　(5.58)
Here, the partition of w corresponds to that of ｚ(た)･
　　Now, set the initial value of the state x{0) and the input u{k) for
を≧O of the imaginary system Ｓ as
　　　x{0) = Tx{0)
　　　u(k) = u(ん)
Note that from (5.26) and (5.55)it follows that
　　　ｚ,(を十j) = TiA'xiを), i = o,i,…，必


























i = l,..・，ｐ (5.64)
(5.65)
Thus, the terms concerning subvector ｚi(ん)in the performance index Ｊ





































Note that Xi{k) appears in the right-hand side of (5.67).　It can be





Using the above equations, the relationbetween the performance indices
of the time-delay system and the imaginary system are expressed as
follows:







　　As seen from (5.71), Jo is determined by the initial value a;(0)of the
time-delay system ･S，and it is not affected by the manipulating variable
ｕ(峠Hence follows that the optimal input が(た) which minimizes J is
at the same time the optimal input ｕ＊(ん)which minimizes J. Namely,
　　　r = j*十ゐ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.72)
　　　u'{k) = u*(た)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.73)
　　Now the optimal solution of the time-delay system is expressed in
terms of the solution for the imaginary system. Substituting (5.71) into










Next, note that (5.55), (5.59), and (5.63) leads to
　　　i(を)＝ｎ(た)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.76)
Then substitute (5.17) and (5.49) into (5.73), from which and (5.76)
follows
　　　－Ｒ嚇)＝－タｎ(ん)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.77)
Hence, the follov゛ingrelation is obtained for the optimal feedback gain.
　　　Ｆ＝ＦＴ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.78)
　　It should be noted that in the single input case the unilateral time-
delay system having the form of Fig. 5･２can be transformed into ａ simpler
form in which there is only one station and the time-delay is concentrated
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at the input or the output of the station. This is accomplished by applying
a similarity transformation to the system. However, the coefficient matrix
Ｑ of the performance index is also subject to change by the similarity
transformation, and it results in ａ rather complicated form. Hence the
method proposed for the system with time-delays concentrated at the
input or output cannot be directly applied to the systems having the
form of Fig. 5.2. The influence of the similarity transformation upon the
matrix Ｑ will shown by an example in Section 5.4.1.
5.3.2　Two-station case
　　The case of two-station systems is studied in detail, as a preparation
for the multi-station case. Since only one di (i.e.,di) appears in this case,
the subscript i of di will be omitted: i.ｅ･，d = dl throughout this section･
　　To reduce the optimal control problem to ａ smaller size problem, the
method of dynamic programming is employed. Let /ｌbe an integer such







　　　な1＝べ(h-l)Q2X2(h-l)十叱(九- l)R2U2{h - 1)十大伍81)
By examining (5.1) and (5.2), it is easily verified that みdoes not include









































　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～Thus, the problem of minimizing ゐsubject to (5.7) is ｅχpressed as the
problem of minimizing (5.38) subject to (5.35), which is the optimal
control problem for the imaginary system introduced in the last section.
The minimum ｏｆゐis given as
j; = x{o)Px(o) (5.90)
where ？ is the positive definite solution of the discrete-time Riccati
equation
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戸= A'PA - A'戸ｊ(Ｂ'ＰＢ十R) ^ B'PA十Ｑ












Now, by induction, it is shown that Ｊ;:is given as the quadratic form in
孤O）
　　　心＝べ(o)八飢(o)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.94)
and also derive the formula to calculate 八. For九= d, set几= p. Then












































? ? ? ???
Ｏ　‥．０
(5.100)
It is easy to show that the above minimum is attained for the value of
ｕ2(九― 1) given by
　　　弓(/l一一1)＝(次－1八瓦－1瓦)‾1択－1八瓦－1政一1(O)　(5.101)





　　Thus, it has been shown that (5.94) is true foｔh = d,d― 1,... 0, and
that八(九= d- 1,…, 0) can be obtained by using (5.103) recurrently･
Here note that (5.80) implies
　　　八= p　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5●104)
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where Ｐ is the matrix which is needed to give the optimal control (i.e.,the
positive semidefinite solution of (5.19)). The optimal gain F is obtained
by substituting (5.104) into (5.18). Thus, the problem posed in the last
section has been solved. The procedure is summarized as follows:
step 1 Solve the discrete-time Riccati equation (5.51), and obtain the
　　　positive semidefinite solution ？ where the coefficient matrices are
　　　given by (5.87) and (5.89)･
step ２ Ｐｕt八= p. Compute八{h = d-l,d-2,…,1,0) by (5.103)
　　　where the coefficient matrices are given by (5.97), (5.98), and
　　　(5.100).(Ｎｏtｅ that 召2is the coefficient of the original performance
　　　index (5.79)･)
step ３ Put ？ 二几. Then, the optimal gain and the minimum value of
　　　the performance index J is given by (5.18) and (5.20), respectively･
5.3.3　Multi-station case
　　Now, the general case where ｐ ≧3 is considered. In the last section
the size of the Riccati equation was firstreduced to 元×穴by excluding
the delay du and then calculated the solution of the original problem by
recurrence formulae. The latter half of the above procedure is nothing
but the operation to 'restore°the excluded delay. The same method can
be applied to the multi-station case as well. The only difference is that
multiple delays must be treated now, and that ａ‘jump° should be made
whenever each delay is restored.
　　First consider the im昭inary system described by (5.35)-(5.37), and
solve the optimal control problem of this system with respect to the
performance index (5.38). Namely, compute Ｐ which is the positive
semidefinite solution of the Riccati equation (5.51). Then, let九be an
integer taking the descending values 略－1,略－2,‥・, 1, 0, where略is
















　　　rrih = rui+i +・･■+ mp




and compute 八(h =秀一1,…,O)in descending order by
　　　八＝凪几＋μ4十Ｑ｡
　　　　　　一次八-l-1八(次八4-1瓦十瓦)‾1次八＋1竃
　　　　　　　　”　　〃　　〃　　〃　　〃　　A　　　　　”where matrices Ah, Bh,Q八) Rh,八，几, and Uh are
Ah = 門川 ～　　　　～ＵＫ＋1ｘＴlＨ
瓦り八1で砥｣:‰1×私
飢り尨?穴3卜らｘら












Then the solution？ of the Riccati equation (5.19) is given by
　　j）＝八　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.119)





, Uh - Uhu{h)
　　　八＝[O月：≒×穴
Then it follows thｔtp://ｗww..　”　　　　　　　－　　　　皿
　　　i八＋1＝ｊ八i八十Ｂぶい　ｈニdp-1, dp-2, ..., 1，0












び[h] = {uo, ui ●●●
























Thus (5.124) implies (5･129). Since the assumption (5.124) clearly holds




by definition, hence the result
　　　Ｐ＝几　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.132)
is obtained.
　　Using the solution ？，the optimal gain Ｆ and the minimum value of
the performance index Ｊｃａｎbe calculated by (5.18) and (5.20) as in the
last section.
　　In executing the above method, the computation of the integers fi入，
ら，元h, and m八should be performed in parallel with the computation
ofＰｋ.The 'jump° which was mentioned at the beginning of the section
is brought about by the sudden increases of Uh and m八which occur at
　　　－h= di {i = p- 1,…，1).
5｡4　Examples
Example １
　　Ａ discrete-time system shown in Fig. 5.4 is considered as an example.
This can be classified as the single input case.　The parameters of the




























Since there are two stations, thisis the case of p = 2. But, as can be seen
from Fig. 5.4, the delay line ７)2 at the output of station S2 is assumed





































The performance index to be minimized is set as
　　Q = block diag(Q2, m, Qi, Wo) = I
　　R = I =[1]










W^ = block diag(Wn, W,2) =
?????



























The matrices concerning the performance index are given by
　　　皿＝[21，鴎＝[3]























By solving the optimal control problem for the imaginary system, the






















　　Now the solution for the imaginary system is transformed to the











































































W = block diag(0, Wi, 0, Wo)
= diag(O, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1， 2, 3)
Using the relation (5.75) and (5.78) given in Section 5.3.1, the solution ？


























































F＝［0.010286 －0.000126 0.010770 0.015032 0.028202
　　　　　　　　　　0.069263　0.084152　0.140585　0.254161］　　(5.153)
As previously mentioned, the solution P can also be obtained by directly
solving the Riccati equation for the time-delay system. This method was
also tested, and no difference was seen in the solution, within the digits
shown above.
　　It took 16 ms to solve the Riccati equation for the imaginary system,
and ７ ms to calculate ？ and Ｆ　iｘom ？ and Ｒ　On the other hand,
it took 137 ms when the Riccati equation for the whole system was
directly solved. Thus, the computation time of solving the optimal control
problem is considerably reduced by the method proposed in this chapter･
FACOM M382/M380 of Data Processing Center, Kyoto University, was
used for the computation, and the iteration method was employed in
solving the Riccati equation･
　　Now, the method of applying a similarity transformation to the
system is considered.　In this example the system can be transformed
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into the form where the time-delay is concentrated at the input. For this




































































which is indeed of the form that the time-delay is concentrated at the
input.　０ｎ the other hand, the coefficient matrix ９ of the performance































In the above matrix Q， submatrix ９１corresponds to the states of the
delay-free station, while submatrix 93 corresponds to the states of the
delay line concentrated at the input. The method proposed in Mita (1983)
can be applied only when
　　　Ｑ２＝0，　93＝O　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.159)
Hence it cannot be applied to this example･
　　In this example the states of the delay line was weighted by the
diagonal matrices w. and Wn. It should be noted that nonzero elements
　　　　　　～　　　　～appear in Q2 and 93 even if the states of the delay line are not weighted･
In fact, redefinition of the weighting matrix Ｑ as
　　　Q2=I,　W1＝0，　Q, = I, Wo = O　　　　　　　　(5.160)




























　　Ａ two-station system in which both stations have manipulating input
is considered as another ｅχample. The parameters of the stations Ｓ。1，Ｓ。2，

































This is in fact the same system as that considered in Section 3.3. The
controlled variables are !/l and !/2，the manipulating variables are Ui and
U2, and the major disturbance is w. It is assumed that all the state
variables are directly measured.　The sampling period is chosen to be
Ｔ＝l as in Section 3.3. Then the coefficient matrices of the discrete-






















































Since the purpose is to control !/1 and !/2，the weights of the performance





　　　Ri = q5 ，　.R2＝96
The weighting matrices was set as
　　　91＝レ93＝ド１パ5＝ド10























In order to obtain F, it took 803 ms if the Riccati equation of the whole
system was directly solved. ０ｎ the other hand it took only 68 ms （52 ms
to obtain ？ and 16 ms for the calculation of Pfrom P) when the proposed
method was used.
　　The computation time depends on the parameters of the system and
the algorithm of solving the Riccati equation.　Thus it is difficult to
evaluate the efficiency of ａ computation method with only ａ small number
of examples, especially from the quantitative point of view. But the result
of these examples show qualitatively that the computational difficulties
are considerably reduced by using the method proposed in this chapter.
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Chapter 6
Discrete-time optimal controller which
assigns closed-loop poles in ａprescribed
region
　　This chapter is concerned with the problem for designing discrete-
time optimal control systems with its closed-loop poles in ａ prescribed
region of stability.　First,by utilizing the property of Riccati equation
with g being zero matrix, we develop ａ method for allocating poles in a
disc with its center at the origin of the complex plane and with radius less
than one. Secondly, we deal with the pole placement in a disc which is in
the unit disc and also conta£ts the point l十jo of the complex plane. To
this end, a bilinear transformation and continuous-time regulator results
are employed. In each case, the radius of the disc can be specified as ａ
design parameter, and the weighting matrices of the performance index
are obtained to fulfillthe desired pole allocations. The design procedures
are also illustrated by numerical examples.
6.1　Problem Formulation
　　Consider ａlinear discrete-time system described by
　　　ｚ(を＋1)＝七㈲十Ｂ緋)
　　　　州;)　= Cx{を)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.1)
where x{を)is the state vector of dimension ｎ，u{k) is the input vector
of dimension ｒ，and !/(を)isthe output vector of dimension ｍ. The pair
{A, B) is assumed to be stabilizable. Let the performance index be
Ｊ＝Σ{x'{k)Qx(を) + 2x'iを)Su{k)十u'(k)知内} (6.2)




Then the optimal control which minimizes J subject to (6.1) is
　　　ｕ(ん)＝一八嚇)
with the optimal feedbcuこkgain
　　　F＝(Ｂ'ＰＢ十一R)~^ (B'PA十Ｓ')
where ？ is the positive semidefinite solution of the algebraic
equation
P = A'PA十Q - (A'PB十Ｓ)(Ｂ'ＰＢ十・)-' {B'PA十Ｓ')











is guaranteed to be stable, i.e･，all the eigenvalues of the matrix A. are
located in the unit disc of the complex plane.
　　Our objective is to present the methods of selecting the weighting
matrices in (6.2) so that the optimal closed-loop poles are allocated in ａ
more restricted region of stability.
　　In this chapter we consider two particular regions of stability,into
which the closed-loop poles are to be allocated (see Fig. 6.1). One is the
disc Ｄ１with its center at the origin of the complex plane and with radius
α< 1, and the other is the disc ｐ２ which has its center on the real axis
and contacts the point 1＋jo of the complex plane. We observe that
the former region of stability corresponds to placing emphasis on the fast
settling of the system, while the latter region corresponds to avoiding
undue oscillatory responses. In both cases the radius of the disc is to be
specified as ａ design parameter.
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Fig. 6.1 Prescribed region of stability
6.２　Pole Placement in the Region Ｄ１
　　Throughout this section we consider the performance index without
the cross term, namely Ｓ = 0 in (6.2). Thus the Riccati equation (6.6)
and the closed-loop matrix (6.8) are conveniently expressed as
　　　P = A'に'A-A'に'5(Ｂ'ＰＢ十Rr B'PA + Q　　　　　　　(6.9a)
F＝･･4″j）（ＢＲ‾１Ｂ’Ｐ＋7）‾lｙ1十Ｑ




The weighting matrix R may be specified arbitrarily. The objective of
this section is to develop ａ method of determining the weighting matrix
Ｑ such that the poles of the optimal closed-loop system is pla£edinside
the disc l)l which has its center at the origin of the complex plane and
is included in the unit disc｡
　　We need several properties of the algebraic Riccati equation in order
to derive the main result of this section. Among the eigenvalues of matrix
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人thosｅ located inside the disc of radius °f゛ m be denoted by λi(i°
l,...,p), and those outside the disc will be denoted by μi(i= l,...,n-
ｐ).　The eigenvectors of ^ corresponding to λiis denoted by Vi (iニ
1,‥・,p). It is assumed that matrix ．4has no eigenvalues; at the origin or
on the circle of radius α.
Lemma ６.1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
　　　Let ？ be the maximal solution of the Riccati equation of (6.9), and
let A. be the coefficient matri?c of the closed-loop system given by (6.10).
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　｜If tﾉｉbelongs to the kernel of Q， namely
　　　Qvi = O　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.11)
thenλi is an eigenvalue of the closed-loop matrix Ac, and tﾉiis the
corresponding eigenvector.
Proof





? ? ← ? ? ?
by






It is well known (Pappas et al. 1980) that the optimal closed-loop poles
are given by the eigenvalues of耳inside the unit disc. Since |A,|<a< 1,
equation (6.13) shows that λiis an eigenvalue of the closed-loop matrix
Ac and 眺is the corresponding eigenvector. □
Lemma ６.2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　:
　　　Let？ be the maximal solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (6.9)
with Q = o, namely
－1
　　　Ｐ＝Ａ’Ｐ 　ＲＲ-１Ｂ’Ｐ＋り　y１






　　Since ９≧0, it follows from (6.9a) that
　　　？くA'PA (6.16)
Observing that むｊｓthe eigenvector ofｊ corresponding to the eigenvalue
λ,,we find that
　　vl^Pvi≦ぞぶPAv, = Iλﾎﾟぞ朽，　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.17)
where the superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose.　Since |A.I ＜
αく1, (6.17) implies
　　岬ＰＩＪｉ＝O　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.18)
Thus (6.15) holds as claimed. □
Lemma ６.３
　　Define the matrices A,召by
j＝！y1 ｊ＝！ｊ
Let ？ be the maximal solution of the Riccati equation
戸＝j/戸(j孤一岫'ｐ＋7)‾‰





Then the eigenvalues of K are λ(i°13‥・Ｊ')ａｎｄ引μj(j°13‥･・ｎ一
片
Proof
　　By transformation (6.19) the eigenvalues of j are λila{i= l,...,p)
ａｎｄμj/α(j°1リ‥，ｎ一戸).　Observe that the symplectic matrix j7





Thus the eigenvalues of H are those ｏｆｊ and its inverse A-＼ Here,
observe that from (6.21)
(jR-lj'j5＋7)‾‰＝今 (6.23)
and that the left hand side of (6.23) is the closed-loop matrix correspond-
ing to (6.22).　Thus the eigenvalues of Acloc are given by those ｏｆ井
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～inside the unit disc. Hence it follows that the eigenvalues of Ac are λi
(i＝1,‥・,p) andaV/i, (i = 1,.-・,n-p), and this completes the proof.
□
Above lemmas lead to the next theorem.
Theorem ６.1
　　Let戸be the maximal solution of the Riccati equation (6.20). Let ？
be the maximal solution ｏｆthe Riccati equation (6.9) with the weighting
matrix Q given by
????＝??
(6.24)
Then A. of (6.10) has eigenvalues λi(i = l,...,p) and at least one
eigenvalue (or ａ pair of complex eigenvalues) other than λiis located
inside the disc j)1 of radius α.
Proof
　　First, applying Lemma ６.2 to the Rice ati equation (6.20), we obtain
　　　Ｐｖi＝O　(i = 1,…，p)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.25)
We observe from (6.19) that Vi, the eigenvector of A, is the eigenvector
of A corresponding to the eigenvalue X．/ａ.From (6.24) and (6.25) the
weighting matrix Ｑ ＝戸/α2 satisfiesthe condition (6.11). Thus it follows
from Lemma ６.1 that λi{i = l,...,p) are the eigenvalues of A. Here we
see from Lemma ６.3that Ac and Ac have eigenvaluesλi(iニ1,‥・,p) in
common.
　　Next, we consider the eigenvalues other than λi(iニ1,‥・,p).　It













Let the eigenvalues of Ac other than λｉbe denoted by り･(i = i,...,ｎ-ｐ)･











it follows from (6.29) that at least one り, or ａ complex conjugate pair,
lies inside the disc Ｄ１of radius a. This completes the proof. □
　　Next lemma is helpful for developing the design procedure for placing
all the closed-loop poles inside the prescribed disc.
Lemma 6.4 (Amin 1984)
　　The coefficient matrices A, B, and the weighting matrices 罵Qi
(i = l,..・,p) are assumed to be given. Let 乃be the maximal solution
of the Riccati equation
八＝洲八(ＢＲ-^Ｂ'Pi＋7)‾1人十9，







　　　A^ = A,　　Ri = R




is the solution of the Riccati equation (6.9).





step １ For an arbitrary weighting matrix Qo, solve the Riccati equation
Po = A'Po (召沢-1 B'Ｐｑ＋7)‾1Å十Qo (6.36)










and solve the Riccati equation
八＝λ鴎(ＢＲ-岫気十j)‾1λ








　　　・11dsolve the Riccati equation (6.31). Define the matrices 。4i十land




Then Q is the weighting matrix that attains the pole allocation in
disc£)1，and Ｐ is the solution of the corresponding Riccati equation
(6.9).　It should be noted that the weighting matrix 7Z ＞O is
arbitrary.
６．３　Pole Placement in the Region ｣り２
　　The objective of this section is to derive ａ method of determining
the weighting matrices Ｑ，R, and Ｓ of the performance index (6.2) such
that the optimal closed-loop poles are allocated inside the disc D2 (see
Fig. 6.1(b)). We utilize a continuous Riccati equation for the purpose of
designing the discrete-time optimal control system.
　　Consider the transformation from discrete-time system to continuous-
time system defined by:
　　　ｚ(だ＋1):＝一拍)一拍)
　　　　べた):＝一郎)十拍)　　　　　　　　　　　(6.42)
　　Observe that the definition of the transformation (6.42) is similar to
that in Kondo and Furuta (1986) except for the sign of the right hand
side of (6.42). It should be noted, however, that the difference in the
definition is relevant in deriving the result of the present chapter.
　　Let the transformed continuous time system be described by
　　　郎)＝尨(り十尻(0　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.43)
It can be easily verified that the coefficient matrices ｊ and B are given
by
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　　　A = iA-I)-＼A + I),　　B = {A-I)-^B　　　　　　　(6.44)
In the following, the matrix ｊ － 7 is assumed to be nonsingular.
Lemma ６.5








is an open-loop pole of the continuous-time system (6.43).
Proof
　　Consider Jordan canonical forms of A and A. Then (6.45) readily
follows from the firstrelationof (6.44).□




Then the well-known continuous-time Hamilton equation is given by











Applying the transformation (6.42) to (6.48) yields
ド二丿付］
≪土工⊇
where the matrix びis defined by
　　　び= (A-I)十召双一'B'(A-I)-'Q
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and ｐ(を)、ｐ(ん＋1)ａredefined similarly to (6.42).
　　Let the maximal solution of the discrete Riccati equation (6.6) be Ｐ、
and put
　　　可を)＝八嚇)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6.51)
Then it is well known　(Pappas
et al.　1980) that the discrete-time


























In this case (6.45) in Lemma ６.5 holds between the continuous-time
optimal closed-loop poles and the discrete-time
optimal closed-loop poles.
　　The
following is a well-known property c〇ncerning the continuous-
time optimal control problem:
Lemma 6.6 (Anderson and Moore 1971)
　　Define the matrix A by
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　　　λ＝λ十訂　(ａ＞O)







Moreover, let ？ be the maximal solution of the Riccati equation (6.46)
Let Ac be defined by
　　　　－　　　－　　一一　　一一ｙlc＝ｊ一召R-^B'P













and applying Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6, we have the following･
Theorem ６.2
　　Suppose that the eigenvalues of the continuous time optimal closed-
１００Ｐsystem for a given set of weighting matrices satisfy the relation
(6.61), where a is determined from the design parameter a by (6.62).
Then the eigenvalues of the discrete-time optimal closed-loop system for
the weighting matrices defined by (6.53) are allocated inside the disc l)2
with its center at the point (1－α)十jo and radius α.
Proof
　　Ｌｅtλbe ａ pole of the discrete-time system (6.1) and入be the
corresponding pole of the continuous-time system transformed by (6.42)･
From the relations (6.45) and (6.62) it is evident that λis inside the
disc l)2 of radius αif and only if λsatisfies (6.61). We observe that
corresponding to the transformation (6.42), the weighting matrices are
given by (6.53). This completes the proof. □
　　The design method based on this result is described in the following.
Procedure 2
step １ Compute matrices ｙ1，召from the given coefficient matrices ．4，




　　　and solve the continuous Riccati equation (6.57).
　　　　　　　　　　－step ３ Calculate Ｑ，Q, R, and Ｓ by (6.58) and (6.53). Then Ｑ，R, and
　　　Ｓ are the required weighting matrices, and the solution ？ of the
　　　continuous Riccati equation (6.57) is equal to the solution of the
　　　discrete Rice ati equation (6.6).
　　It should be noted that since Ｓin (6.53)is generally ａnonzero matrix,
the coupling term appears in the performance index for the present
situation.
6.4　Examples
　　In this section the design procedures given in the previous sections are
illustrated by numerical examples. Examples l and 2 show the application
of Procedures 1 and 2，respectively.　Example 3 shows the application
of the same procedures to a more realisticsystem which has ａ larger
dimension. The maximal solution of Riccati equations are obtained via
the real Schur method due to Laub (1979).
Example １




















The open-loop poles of the system are located as follows: 0.9 ± ?0.2,
-0.2 ± jOA｡
　　The design parameter a, namely the radius of the disc l)1 is chosen
as q; = 0.8 in this example.　The weighting matrix R, also ａ design
parameter, is chosen as R = I.
　　In step ｌ the initial weighting matrix Qo is set as Qo
simplicity.Then, it follows frｏｍ(6.36) and (6.37) that
　　　几＝O ， y11＝ｙ1， Ri = I
　　In Step ２ matrices il and j are calculated as
4 4
:cati equation (6.39) to be s(
言．4'八(!-'八＋7)‾≒
　　　M = -A ， B^-B
and the Riccati olved is
　　　八＝万§氷．4'八e^BB'八十八‾≒














　In Step ３matrix 91 is defined as
　　9･＝訃
Then we have the Riccati equation
　　P, = A'八(ＢＢ’Ｐ１＋7)‾≒4十Qi





































and Step 2 is again executed fori ＝2.　In this example the maximal
solution of the Riccati equation
八＝谷沢八(ﾐＢ阿１Ｂ烏＋7)‾≒2
turns out to be 几= 0, and the iteration is terminated.




? ? ? ?
(6.75)
The location of the optimal closed-loop poles corresponding to Ｑ ＝Qo＋
91 and l ＝7 are as follows: 0.5411±i0.1174,-0.2±i0.4(see Fig. 6.2).ロ
Example ２
　　Procedure 2 is applied to the same system of (6.64) and (6.65). The
design parameter a is chosen as α゛O･5， so that no closed-loop poles
should have negative real part･
　　In step l the coefficientmatrices /1 and 召of the transformed




















The parameter a is calculated by (6.62) to be ａ＝1･
　　In step ２，the weighting matrices for the continuous-time system are
chosen as
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Fig. 6･2 Closed-loop poles of Example 1
　　　Ｑ＝0、　　Ｒ＝ｊ
The matrix A is given by
　　　A = A + I
(6.77)
(6.78)










































The location of the optimal closed-loop poles are as follows: 0.9 ±70.2,
0.2308 ±jO. 1538 (see Fig. 6.3).ロ
Fig. 6･3 Closed-loop poles of Example 2
Example ３
　　In this example, the design procedures are applied to the control
of ａ power plant model (Katayama et al.　1985).　The open-loop poles
are allocated as shown in Fig. 6.4. Procedures 1 and 2 are applied to the
model, where the design parameters R and a are chosen as in Examples l
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Fig. 6.４Open-loop poles of Example 3
and 2. The closed-loop poles are successfully pla£ed in I)l and l)2 as
shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, respectively･
6.５　Remarks　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｉ
　　Methods for allocating the poles of the optimal closed-loop system in
two different desired circular regions have been presented in this chapter.
One is concerned with a disc j)l which has its center at the origin of
the complex plane, and the other deals with a disc D2 which conta£ts
the point l＋j0.1n the design method for the disc Di, the weighting
matrix Ｒ and the parameter a can be specified arbitrary. Several discrete
Riccati equations have to be solved iteratively. However, it is assured
that the number of iterations do not exceed the number of the open-loop
poles outside the desired region. For the prescribed region Da, the pole
allocation procedure is developed with the aid of the continuous Riccati
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　gequation. Specifying the radius of the disc l)2 as the design parameter,
the performance index is readily obtained. Note, however, that a cross
term appears in the resultant performance index.　　　　i
　　Due to the limitation of using the LQ technique where the perfor-
mance index is nonnegative, the closed-loop poles cannot be allocated in
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　｜i　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
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Fig. 6.5 Closed-loop poles of Example 3 in Disc に)1
Fig･ 6.6 Closed-loop poles of Example 3 in Disc ﾌ:)2
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an arbitrary prescribed region･However, the two procedures presented
in this chapter could be combined, by which ａ more general region of
stability can be considered. This can be done by firstapplying Procedure
2, followed by Procedure l. In this case, the starting matrices Qo and 双
of Procedure l is determined by Procedure 2. It should be noted that
the order of applying Procedures 1 and ２ cannot be reversed, since the
weighting matrix R cannot be arbitrary specified in Procedure 2. Also,
Procedure l should be modified to cope with the performance index with
the cross term in step ｌ.
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Chapter 7
Assignable region for the closed-loop poles
of discrete-time optimal controller systems
　　The objective of this chapter is to clarifythe region of assignable
closed-loop poles for shifting a single real pole or a pair of complex
conjugate poles by the discrete-time optimal regulators.　The modal
decomposition is employed to the controlled object, and the weighting
matrices are chosen so that only the specified mode is altered.　The
assignable region of closed-loop poles is determined by evaluating the
characteristicequation of the symplectic matrix associated with the
discrete-time optim・Iregulator problem. Numerical examples are given
in which the assignableregion is displayed on the complex plane.
7.1　Preliminaries
　　Consider the linear time-invariant discrete-time system described by
　　　ｚ(を＋1)＝臨(ん)十Ｂｉｉ(を)
　　　　y㈲　= Cx(k)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.1)
where ｚ(ん)is the state vector of dimension ｎ，ｕ(た)is the input vector of
dimensioTn.ｒ.'ｕ(k)isthe output vector of dimension ｍ，ａｎｄ九召，(:ﾌare
coefficient matrices of size ｎ X n, n Xｒ,　ｍX n, respectively. The pair
{A, B) is assumed to be controllable, and A is assumed to be invertible.
Let the performance index be
J＝Σ{ｚ(回（μ(た)十u{kyRu{k)} (7.2)
where the superscript 7・denotes the transpose, and Q, R are weighting




It is also assumed that the pair (QI/2,ｊ)is observable. Then it is well
known (Kwakernaak and Sivan 1972) that the optimal control which
minimizes J subject to system (7.1) is given by the linear feedback control
law
　　　u(k) =一Ｆ八k)
with the optimal feedba£kgain
　　　F:＝(召十Ｂ'ＰＢ)‾1召″yl
where Ｐ is the unique positive semidefinite solution of the
algebraic Riccati equation
　　　P = A'PA － A'PBiR十Ｂ'ＰＢ)-^B'PA十Ｑ･
The closed-loop system described by









is guaranteed to be stable, i.e･，all the eigenvalues of the matrix Ac are
located in the unit disc of the complex plane.







Hｅrｅ，ｙ1－７･is the shorthand for (ｙ1-1)'，ａｎｄthe matrix ｙ is defined as
　　　ｙ:= BR-^B'　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.10)
The relationship between the weighting matrices Q, j7 and the optimal
closed-loop poles can be investigated using the following lemma (Kucera
1972)･
Lemma ７.1
　　　Let the optimal closed-loop poles corresponding to the performance
ｉｎｄｅｘ(7.2)be{ｚl，‥・，ｚｎ}･Then the symplectic matrix H of (7.9) has
the set of eigenvalues {ｚl,‥・)^nj 1/ぶ1,‥・，1/ら}｡
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　　By applying a similarity transformation, the system (7.1) can be
expressed in the form where ａ specific mode is isolated from the others.
Namely, choosing an appropriate nonsingular matrix λf of dimension ｎxn
yields
M-MjV･f＝辻川 (7.11)
where ｙ111is the submatrix corresponding to the specific mode.　The
dimension of An is either l X 1 or 2×2， according as the specific
mode is ａ single real pole or a pair of complex conjugate poles.　By
this transformation the matrices Ｆ and Ｑ are transformed to M-'^VM







Note that if the weighting matrix Q is chosen as to satisfy Q2 = Q3 =
0, only the mode corresponding t０。411is altered. This can be verified
by substituting (7.11)-(7.13) into (7.9) and evaluating the charac:teristic
equation oiH. Thus, only the upper-left blocks j11，Vi, and Qi in (7.11)－
(7.13)゛ill be considered in the following development.　The weighting
matrix R, which affects Vu is assumed to be given a priori. And the
matrix Qi is regarded as the free design parameter for achieving desired
assignment of the closed-loop poles. The matrix Qi will be chosen such
that 91 ≧O holds and that the pair {Q＼ ,An) is observable.
7｡2　Assignable region for a real pole
　　First, the assignable region of optimal closed-loop pole for ａ single
real pole is clarified.　In this case the derivation of the result is quite
straightforward, since it suffices to consider the system with only one
state variable corresponding to the real pole.
　　Let ｚ = a be the open-loop pole to be shifted. Then ｊ１１，^1, and ９１，
which are all scalars, can be expressed as
　　　ｙ111＝[司，玖＝国, Qi =[9]･　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.14)
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It should be noted that multiplying the weighting matrices Ｑ･and R by
ａ scalar μdoes not affect the location of the closed-loop pole, whereas
the solution of the Riccati equation and the minimum of the performance
index are multiplied by u. Thus, Vi is assumed to be unity without loss
of generality. Also, we assume that 9 ＞O， because the weighting matrix
９１must be positive semidefinite and the choice of ９＝O is ruled out by
the observability requirement of the pair (QI/2,j11)｡
　　The symplectic matrix H1 with An, Vi, and Qi of (7.14) in place of












Let ｚ ＝ａｃ be the optimal closed-loop pole corresponding to ａ specific
weight 9.　Then it follows from Lemma ７.1 that Q is given as the
stable eigenvalue of Hi, which can be calculated by solving the quadratic
equation (7.16)･
Lemma ７.２








　　Let the solution of equation (7.16) be Oci, a。2･with l≪cl|≦la。21･
Then by the relationship between the solution and the coefficients of the







Putting ａｃ:＝ａｃｌand eliminating ac2 in (7.18) yield (7.17).□
　　The region of optimal poles for the case ｏｆshifting a single real pole
is given by the following theorem.
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Theorem ７.１
　　The closed-loop pole ｚ＝ａｃcan be optimal if and only if the following








　　Suppose that given closed-loop pole ｚ = Oc is optimal. Then it follows
from Lemma ７.2 that Oc is stable, and that there exists ａ weight 9 ＞0







Note that for ａ real number ａ the value of la + l/a| takes its minimum
value 2 when 同゜1. This leads to (7.20), where 'min' on the right-hand
side is due to the fact that αcis stable while (z can be either stable or
unstable.
　　　Con゛ersely･suppose that Oc satisfies(7,19) and (7.20). Then (7.20)
implies K＼ くI･ so that (7.21) holds. Solving (7.17) for g yields
9＝α(ａｃ＋とa) (7.22)
where 9 ＞O is guaranteed by･ (7.19) and (7.21). Then by Lemma ７.2
ｚ゛ ≪cis the optimal closed-loop pole corresponding to weight g given by
(7.22).ロ
　　By Theorem ７.1 the region of optimal closed-loop pole for shifting a
single real pole is clarified,as shown in Fig. 7.1.　　　　1
7．3　Assignable region for complex poles
　　The region of the optimal closed-loop poles is clariﾘed for the case
where ａ pair of complex conjugate poles is shifted∠ro this end, ａ system
with two state variables is considered, corresponding to the mode to
be altered. The result can be derived in ａ similar manner as in the
previous section, but the manipulation is more complicated.　First, the
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Fig. 7.1 The region of closed‘loop poles for shifting a real pole
relationship between the weighting matrix and the closed‘loop poles is
established via the characteristic equation of the symplectic matrix. Next,
temporarily assuming that 91 is singular, the range of the coefficients of
the chara£teristic equation is determined. It is also shown that in some
cases all the possible optimal poles can be attained by singular weighting
matrices. Then, a more general result is derived, which clarifiesthe range
of the coefficients for the case where Qi may be nonsingular･ Finally, the
range of the coefficients of the characteristic equation is interpreted to
the region of optimal closed-loop poles.
7.3.1　Characteristic equation of the symplectic matrix
　　Let ｚ ＝ａ幻β(β≠O)be the open-loop poles to be shifted. Then



















matrix Vr in (7.12) is symmetric, so that it can be diagonalized by ａ
suitable orthogonal transformation. Moreover, applying the orthogonal
transformation to matrix ^11 of the form in (7.23) yields either An itself
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or ･A' Furthermore, the ＼゛eightingmatrices Q and R c゛ｎbe multiplied
by ａ scalar value μwithout altering the location of the closed-loop poles,
as in the case of shifting a real pole. Thus, Vi is assumed to be of the
form in (7.23) without loss of generality. The weighting matrix ９１must
satisfy 91 ≧O and 91 ≠0, where the latter constraint is due to the
observability requirement of the pair (QI/2ノ11)･



















　　Equation (7.25) enables us to calculate the optimal closed-loop poles
when　a specific weighting matrix Qi is given.　This is conveniently






Note that ｚ＝Odoeｓ not satisfy (7.25), regardless of the coefficients Cl
and ｃ２.Substituting (7.30) into (7.25) yields the quadratic equation
　　　　Ｊ
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First, we solve the equation (7.31) for w. Then substituting the solution
w = Wi (iニ1,2) into (7.30), we solve (7.30) forｚ;namely。
　　　ｚ2－叫ｚ＋1ニ0, i = l,2 ｡　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.32)
Finally, choose the stable solution of (7.32). Thus, we see that the optimal
closed-loop poles forａ specific weight Qi can be calculated by solving two
quadratic equations (7.31) and (7.32), successively. It should be noted
that the coefficient Wi in (7.32) may be complex in general, whereas (7.31)
always has real coefficients｡
　　The method of calculating the optimal closed-loop poles forａ specific
weighting matrix ９１can be utilized in clarifying the assignable region of
optimal poles for arbitrary weights.
Lemma ７.3
　　Let ｚ ＝αｃ±jβｃ be ａ pair of optimal closed-loop poles. Then the
coefficients Cl, c2 of the corresponding chara£teristic equation (7.25) of







　　　Ifz ° αｃ士jβｃ are the optimal closed-loop poles satisfying the
characteristicequation (7.25), it follows from Lemma (7.1) that ｚ ＝




Expanding (7.35) and comparing the coefficients with (7.25) yield (7.33)
and (7.34).ロ
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　　　Equations (7.26)-(7.29)・nd (7.33), (7.34) show that　the pair of
coefficients (ci, C2) in the chara£teristic equation (7.25) can be expressed
either in terms of the weighting m゛･trix or in terms of the closed-loop
poles. It should be noted that putting Ci ＝O and a2 = 0 in (7.26) and
(7.27) results in the form of (7.33) and (7.34), respectively.　Thus, the
region of optimal closed°loop poles can effectively be investigated via the
range of (ci, C2). However, since only ご1゛ｎｄａ２depend on the weights 91，
92j ゛nd 93, it suffices to consider the range of (ci, C2) instead of the range
of (ci, C2)･
7.3.2　Region of optimal poles for singular weight
　　It is assumed that (Qi ,Au) is observable.　Here, as a further
constraint, we will temporarily restrict Qi to be singular matrices.
Lemma ７.4
　　Every nonzero, positive semidefinite, singular matrix of size 2 ×２can





p COS 9 sin 6
pcosθsin
　psin2θ





　　Suppose 91 given in the form of (7.23) is nonzero, positive semidefi-












and there exist p and 6 that satisfy
ρ= qi + q3,ρ＞0
cｏsθ＝sgn(92ｿﾞﾝﾃﾞ⊇,sinθ＝佐ｽ
Substituting (7.39) and (7.40) into (7.37) yields
　　ｐｃｏs2θ＝９ｂ　pcosθsinθ= q2, psin^B = q3
which completes the proof. □
　　Parameters Ci and ａ２can be expressed in terms of p andθas follows.






















　　It is clear from (7.42) and (7.43) that when 9 varies over O ≦θ＜7r
with p fixed, the trajectory of (ci, C2) on the ciC2-plane will be an ellipse.
Moreover, the size ｏｆthe ellipse is proportional to p, as shown in Fig. 7.2･
Hence the envelope of these ellipses will give the boundary for the region
of (ci, a2)･
Lemma ７.５





　　Since ci in (7.42) is a continuous function ｏｆθand O ≦む≦Lit is
clear that Cl does not vanish for any θif and only if
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Fig. 7.2 The region of Cl,ご2
(1十v)＼α|＞(1－tﾉ)jｙて‾戸． (7.47)
Then (7.46) follows by squaring both sides of (7.47) and rearranging it.
□
　　Note that when (7.46) holds, the sign of Cl is fixed to that ofαwhich
is the real part of the open-loop pole.
Lemma ７.6
　　　Inequality C2 > 0 holds for arbitrary θ.
Proof
　　Since Ｏ≦tﾉ≦1 in (7.43), it is clear that
　　　(1十tﾉ)(α2十β2＋1)＞Ｏ　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｊ
(1－tﾉ) 回－β2、＋1)2十(2αβ)2≧O.












Consequently, c^ > 0 holds for arbitrary d.□




－　－cu ｃ２ can be
　　　The region of (ci･ C2) corresponding to singular weight Qi isａsector
described by　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j
　　　　ん1≦|と≦k2.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.51)



















　　From (7.42) and (7.43) it is clear that Cl/C2 depends only on θand
not on ｐ.　Moreover, a2 ＞O is guaranteed by Lemma 7.6.　Thus, the
boundary of Ci/c2is attained by the θwhich satisfies　　j
　j欧)＝，






Equation (7.52) is established by carrying out a routine manipulation of
trigonometric functions.□
　　The result of Theorem ７.２can be used for calculating the range of
ごl and ご2 as follows.　Consider the case where the inequality (7.46) of
Lemma ７.5holds. Then the sign of ci is fixed to that ofα, and it folloAVS
thatたl and ん２in Theorem 7.2 are of the same sign. Thus, for ａ fixed
value of Cl, the bounds of a2 are given by kxjcx　ａndた2μ1.０ｎ the other
hand, consider the case where the left hand side of (7.46) is negative. In
this case, it follows that た1＜O andを2＞O. Thus, for a fixed value of
Cl, only the lower bound exists for C2, which is given by either ん1μ1 or
を2/ci, according to the sign of Ci. Another special case is when the left
hand side of (7.46) vanishes. In this case, ci remains either nonnegative
or nonpositive, and either んlorを2 vanishes. Only the lower bound of ご2
exists for a fixed value of ci.
7.3.3　Region of optimal poles for general weight
　　Here, the restriction that the weighting matrix Qi is singular is
removed, and the region of optimal poles for general weighting matrices
91≧O is considered. First, the results of Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 are
extended to the case of general 91･
Lemma ７.７
　　　Parameter Ci does not change the sign for all positive semidefinite,
nonzero matrices Qi, if and only if the inequality (7.46) holds.
Proof
　　Suppose inequality (7.46) holds.　Then by Lemma ７.5 ごlis either
positive or negative for all singular Qi, where 92 ° 士φqiq^. Since Ci is
linear in ９２,it follows that ci does not vanish for a11 92 satisfying
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　　　－,/石石≦92≦，/函i.　　　　　　　　　　　(7.56)
The converse is obvious from Lemma 7.5.□
Lemma ７.8
　　　Inequality C2 > 0 holds for arbitrary positive semidefinite, nonzero
matrices Qi-
Proof
　　Applying Lemma ７.6 to (7.29) shows that
　　　(α2十叩2＋1)91＋2(1-ﾌﾉ)叩ｑ２十(り?十β2十v)q3 > 0　　(7.57)
holds for 92 ＝士ｙ石面. Hence (7.57) holds for all 92 satisfying (7.56)･
Moreover, v{qiq3 － 9j)is always nonnegative since Ｏ≦tﾉ≦1. Therefore
ご2＞O for arbitrary positive semidefinite, nonzero　matrices Qi, as
claimed.□
　　Consider the bounds of Co for a fixed value of Ci. It can be shown
that the minimum of C2 is stillattained by ａ singular weight 91･
Lemma ７.９
　　　For a fixed value of Ci, the minimum value of Co is attained by ａ
singular weighting matrix QI･
Proof
　　In the proof of Lemma ７.8 the left hand side of (7.57) is linear in
92, so that its minimum is attained when Qi is singular. Moreover, the
minimum of v{qiq3 － 9j)is also attained when Qi is singular. Hence the
minimum of a2 defined by (7.29) is attained by ａ singular weight. □
　　Lemmａ　７.7 ｓhows that the existence of the upper bound for ご2
depends on the inequality (7.46) as in the restricted case of singular
weighting matrices 91.　If inequality (7.46) does not hold, the upper
bound of C2 does not exist.　In this case, all the range ｏｆご1，ａ２can be
covered by singular weighting matrices Qi. Single input systems al｀゛ays
fallinto this case.
Theorem ７.３
　　　Consider the region of optimal poles for the case of shiftingｉ１pair
of complex poles. If the given system is of single input, all the possible
closed-loop poles can be attained by singular weighting matrices 91｡
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Proof
　　If (7.1) is ａ single input system, ｙ defined by (7.10) must be of rank 1，
since召is ａ column vector. Then, it follows that む＝O in (7.23), and
inequality (7.46) does not hold. This means that the upper bound of a2
for a fixed Cl does not exist, and all the range of Ci, C2 is covered by
singular weighting matrices Qi. □
　　For the case where the inequality (7.46) does hold･ there may be some
region where the upper bound of a2 for nonsingular Qi is greater than
that for singular 91. Next lemma is concerned with this possibility･
Lemma 7.10
　　Assume that the inequality (7.46) holds, and the value of ci is fixed
to be ご1ニCi.　Then there exists ａ value of a2 that can be attained by



















is positive semidefinite, where
佃α2－(1一々β2
Proof
　　Let Ci be fixed to Cl = Ci. Since Lemma ７.9 shows that the minimum
of a2 is attained by ａ singular ゛eight 91 regardless of the inequality (7.46),
the problem is to determine the maximum of
　　　a2＝(α2十叩2＋1)91＋2(1－tﾉ)卵q２十(tﾉα2十β2十巾3
　　　　　十v{qiq3 － d)
with respect to 91，92, 93, subject to the constraint
　　　Oiqi + (l-v)β92 + vaq3 = ci･
This can be solved by employing Lagrange°s method of indeterminate
coefficients.　Itturns out that the maximum is attained by putting 91，
92，93 as in (7.58), where A is is the Lagrange multiplier.　Inequality
(7.46) guarantees that the denominator of (7.59) does not vanish, and
that tﾉ≠O. It should be noted that the weighting matrix 91 with its
entries given by (7.58) may not be positive semidefinite. Therefore, the
allowable maximum of Co is attained by (7.58) if and only if Qi ≧0.ロ
　　Now the region of optimal poles for general positive semidefinite,
nonzero weighting matrices Qi can be described in terms of the range of
parameters Ci and ら･
Theorem 7.4
　　If inequa和巾.46) does not hold, the region of(ci, C2) corresponding
to general positive semidefinite, nonzero weight Qi is identical to the
sector given in Theorem 7.2. If inequality (7.46) holds, the minimum of
a2 forａ fixed ごlis stillattained by ａ singular weight 91. The maximum
of a2 is attained by t1!ｅweighting matrix with its entries given by (7.58)
and (7.59), provided Qi ≧0. Otherwise, the ｍａχimum is also attained
by ａ singular weight QI･
Proof
　　It has been shown by Lemmas 7.7 and 7.9 that if the inequality (7.46)
does not hold, the range of ci, C2 can be covered by singular Q1. 1f the
inequality (7.46) holds, the results of Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10 respectively
determine the minimum and maximum of Co. This is nothing but what
is claimed in the rest of the theorem. □
　　The region of optimal closed-loop poles is not explicitly shown in
Theorem 7.4.　However, once the parameters α，β,and V of the open-
loop system is given, it is straightforward to visualize the region by
numerical computation.　First, the region of Ci and ご2is calculated by
substituting the values of a.β, and V into equations (7.52), (7.53), (7.58),
and (7.59).　It may be noted that the inequality (7.46) can be easily
checked when specific values of a,β, and V are given. Next, the region of
(ci,ご2)is translated into that of (ci, C2) via (7.26) and (7.27). Then, the
characteristic equation (7.25)is solved for the boundary values of (ci, c2)･
The characteristic equation is of 4th order, but the solution is obtained
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by solving two quadratic equations consecutively,as mentioned before.
complex plane gives a picture
7．４　Examples
ution of the chara£teristic
kqｕａtｉｏｎ
on the
of the region of optimal closed-loop poles.
　　In this section, the region of assignable optimal closed-loop poles
is shown by numerical examples. Two examples for shifting ａ pair of
complex conjugate poles are considered. Example ｌ considers ａ single
input system. In this case, allthe assignable closed-loop poles are attained
by singular ａ weighting matrix.　Example ２ corresponds to the case of
multi-input system where singular weighting matrices do not cover all
the assignable region. In both examples, it is assumed that the modal
decomposition has already been carried out.
Finally, plotting the stable sol on
Example １
　　Consider the case of
　　　q; = 0.6,β= 0.4, v = 0





cｏsφ= 0.8321, sinV' =-0.5547










The left hand side of (7.46) turns out to be -0.16; thus inequality (7.46)
does not hold. Then, as stated in Theorem 7.3, it follows that all the
assignable closed-loop poles are attained by singular weighting matrices･
Moreover, the region of Cl, a2 is determined by the sｅ(ﾘor described in
Theorem 7.2. Solving (7･52) forθyields　　　　　　　　　'
　　　θ= 0.5404, 1.5708　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.67)




The region of Cl,ａ２can be mapped into the region of closed-loop poles
on the complex plane, as shown in Fig. 7.3.
? ? ? ? ? ?
Fig. 7.3 The region of closed°loop poles (Example 1)
? ? ? ? ‐ ? ?
Example ２
　　Consider the case of　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l
　　　a = 0.6,β= 0.4, V = 0.2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.69)
in (7.23). Note that the open-loop poles are the same as in Example １.
Substituting these values into (7.42)-(7.45) yields
　　　ご1＝G{0.72十〇.5769 COS (2θ十φ)}　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.70)
　　　C2 = -{1.824+ 1.034 COS (20十φ)}　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.71)
where
COS -ip= 0.8321, sin ip = -0.5547
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(7.72)
　　　ｃｏsφ= 0.9285, sinφ= -0.3714 .　　　　　　　　　j　　　　(7.73)
In this example, the left hand side of (7.46) turns out to be 0.1856; thus
inequality (7.46) does hold, and Ci is al｀゛ayspositive. Hence, the region
of closed-loop poles must be determined according to Theorem ７.4｡
　　First, the range of alμ2 for singular weighting matrices is clarified･
Solving (7.52) forθyields
　　　θ＝O･4453, 1.6660　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7.74)
and it follows that
　　　0.1741≦子≦0.4722 .
　　　　　　　　c2
Thus, for a fixed value of Cl





Cl, the range of ａ２corresponding to ａ
(7.76)
　　Next, the maximum of a2 for a fixed value of Cl ＝al is calculated.
Substituting (7.69) into (7.58) and (7.59) yields
　　　qi = 1.293C1 + 0.199
　　　92 = -1.724ci － 2.185
93 = 6.466ci + 4.833 (7.77)
A simple calculation shows that the matrix Qi with these entries becomes




　　　2.118c,≦a2≦5.744ci (if al≦0.8413 )
(7.78)
　　　2･118ci≦a2≦1,07鯛十3.931ci十〇.763 (if ci>0.8413 )･(7.79)
Mapping thisregion into the region of closed-loop poles on the complex
plane resultsin Fig. 7.4.
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7,4 The region ｏｆclosed-loop poles (Example ２)
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Chapter ８
Conclusions
　　The results presented in this thesis are summarized in this chapter. In
Chapter 3，continuous-time unilateral time-delay systems were formulated
using difFerence-difFerential equations.　Unilateral time-delay systems of
ａ relatively simple structure were also represented in the form using a
partial differential equation. It was shown that the unilateral time-delay
systems belong to the class of retarded-type time-delay systems. Then,
the continuous-time difference-differentialequation was discretized, and
the formula to calculate the coefficients of the discrete-time difference
equations were presented. It was shown that the discretization is possible
without any approximating assumptions about the behavior of the state
variables between　sampling instants, and that the dimension of the
resultant discrete-time equation is finite･This result is due to the special
structure of the unilateral time-delay systems that the time-delays are
allocated in series to the signal noｗ｡
　　The optimal control problem of continuous-time unilateral time-delay
systems was solved in Chapter 4. The difficulty of directly solving the
optimal control problem of ａ system having time-delays was avoided
by reducing the original system into an ｉｍａ･ginarydelay-free system･
The imaginary system is obtained by eliminating the time-delays of
the original system.　According to the optimal control problem for the
original time-delay system, ａ related optimal control problem for the
imaginary system was set up, which can be solved by usual methods.
Then the optimal steady-state solution for the original time-delay system
was derived from the solution for the imaginary system･　Since the
optimal solution for the initial part cannot be obtained by this method,
it was separately solved as a finite-time optimal control problem.　For
this purpose, the unilateral time-delay system was described using a
partial differential equation. It WclS shown that only ａ very simple form
need be considered for the unilateral time-delay systems, as far as the
optimal solution for the initial part is concerned. Thus the solution of
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the optimal control problem can be obtained with less difficultiesby the
proposed method than by solving it directly for general unilateral time-
delay systems. As for the steady state solution, the structure of the
controller was examined from practical point of view.　Ａ modification
of the controller in relation to shifting the time in the control law was
proposed.　Also, the structure of ａ controller with an observer for the
imaginary system was presented, assuming the case where only the final
output of the unilateral time-delay system are available for measurement.
　　In Chapter 5，the optimal control problem of discrete-time unilateral
time-delay systems is considered, and ａ method to reduce computational
difficultiesin solving the Riccati equation was presented. First,ａ delay-
free imaginary system was introduced and ａ related optimal control
problem was set up for the imaginary system, as in the continuous-
time case. The size of coefficient matrices is smaller than that of
the original system, since the state variables corresponding to delay
lines are eliminated in the imaginary system.　Thus the solution of
the optimal control problem for the imaginary system can be solved
with less computational difficulties. Then the optimal solution for the
original time-delay system is calculated from the optimal solution for
the imaginary system by using the formula given in Section 5.3.2. The
formula was derived from the relation of the performance indices between
the original time-delay system and the imaginary delay-free system, and
it is given in the form of ａ recurrence formula. The formula becomes
much simpler for the single input case in which no manipulating inputs
exist at intermediate stations. Thus, the formula for the single input case
is presented separately in Section 5.3.1.
　　In Chapter 6，the optimal control theory was applied to the problem
of allocating the closed-loop poles in ａ desired region.　This method
is effective when the exact location of each closed-loop pole is of little
concern.　Two different circular regions was considered as the desired
region. One is a disc which has its center at the origin of the complex
plane. This region may be selected when the fast settling of the system
is desired.　The other region is a disc which contacts the point 1 十j0.
This region may be selected when undue oscillatory responses should be
avoided.
　　h1 Chapter 7，the region of assignable closed-loop poles for shifting
a single real pole or a pair of complex conjugate poles by the discrete-
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time optimal regulators has been clarified. For ａ real pole, the assignable
closed-loop poles lie on the real axis closer to the origin but not across
the imaginary axis of the complex plane. For ａ pair of complex conjugate
poles, the assignable closed loop poles lie on a region closer to the origin
and sometimes a£ross the imaginary axis, as shown in the example. The
result of this chapter leads to ａ design method which enables the exact
placement of the closed-loop poles. The designer can check whether or
not ａ specific location of the closed-loop poles can be attained by the
discrete-time optimal regulator, i.e., if there exists ａ positive semidefinite
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